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Alma

of com-

into a long line, descended the ladder over

mand men became machinery. These men
have drifted down until at the docks they
are thankful to get a few pence a day
when work is to be had, earning as much
perhaps in a week as they once paid ina
single cab-fare.
More than a step above
these poor toys of fate was the Hon. Dick
Stone, for through the kind offices of
friends he had obtained work as an

the side and went out of the docks for

assistant

their midday meal;

firm where the work was fairly constant:
The pay was six shillings a day, the hours
from seven o'clock to five, with an allowance of a shilling an hour overtime, out
of which the head ship’s clerk expected a
tribute. It was the tally clerk’s business
to count the pieces and packages going
into a vessel and to enter the tally into a
book, and he had also to see that everything shipped was in good condition.
Sometimes the goods had to be measured

-

INNER!” shouted a_ stentorian
voice on board
the _ trampsteamer Deerfoot, which was loading at the
south side of North Jetty in the Tidal
Basin,

Victoria

Docks.

The

word

was

passed from one hatch to another, and
climbing up from below to join those on
deck came streams of men, who, forming

a few who lived close

by crossing the railway-bridge and going
home, but the majority settling down to
eat their food just outside the gates.
The tally clerk, the Hon. Richard
Stone, lodged with a family named Brian
in a small house near the Tidal Basin
Station,

and

he

partly because
with

the

went

home

to

dinner,

he didn’t care to associate

men,

but

also

because

Kate

Brian cooked a good dinner for him every
day, and served it to him with quite
remarkable cleanliness in his own tiny
sitting-room. He rented the top half of
the house for 4s. 6d. per week, and paid
an extra half-crown for attendance. The
lower half of the house was occupied by
Kate Brian, her mother,

Tim,

who

was

and

a stevedore’s

her brother

labourer

at

present working on board the s.s. Deerfool
as gangwayman in the gang upon which
Dick Stone was attending.
Among the men who obtain employment
in the docks of London are many who

ship’s

clerk, or tally clerk, in a

with a rule or with

callipers, and

this was

either done on deck while the goods hung
in chains, or in the hold of the barge, or
on the quay.
The steveddres, who did
not

like waiting, favoured

the two

latter

places, and so it happened that Dick was
often compelled to climb down a swaying
rope-ladder and cross slippery barges at
considerable personal risk. Since he had
been at the docks his courtesy title of
** Honourable” had fallen
and, indeed, his indolence

into disuse;
of mind was

once held good social positions, men who

such that he could not stiffen into dignity
when the men familiarly addressed him as

once seemed favoured by fortune, scholars

“ Dick.”
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“What does it matter?” he would say
in his sluggish manner, without a gleam of
interest in the subject—or in any subject.
What did it matter when he flung away
his fortune?
What did it matter when
his friends turned him adrift? The girl
who had promised to marry him broke off
the engagement.
What did it matter?
A cousin who had an interest in a line
of steamers had procured for him his

with his colourless face and
expression, she had dismissed
all of her former swains.

present

told that if

ner, but in his aimless way he had drifted

he worked steadily for twelve months he
should be taken into the London office
and promoted to a good position ; and for
a wonder he had worked without a break for
half that period, though more for the reason
that he was too lazy to look for anything
better than for the hopes held out to him.

into an entanglement which he regarded
as the inevitable result of a man being
brought into daily contact with a hand-

situation, and

‘“You’re

he was

late, Dick,”

said Kate

Brian

as he strolled in to dinner; “so don’t
blame me if the meat’s too much done!”
“‘I] never blame you, my dear,” he
drawled, and seated himself at the table
and allowed Kate to wait upon him.
He
had the air of a Sultan who indulgently
suffers the service of a beautiful slave;
but Kate did not so understand his manner.
She knew he was a “ swell,” and naturally

would have *‘ swell” ways, and she admired
him and his kindly insolence most enthusiastically.
A fine handsome girl was Kate the
hand - maiden,

splendid

with

good

features,

a

figure rather inclining towards

over-luxuriance, a high colour, and masses

impassive
each and

Dick admired her, of course; he always
admired
fine women;
and his earlier

association with certain ladies of the stage
had accustomed him to peculiarities of
speech and manner such as distinguished
Kate, which might otherwise have jarred
upon his nerves.
He had no affection for

some woman; she, however, looked upon the

said entanglement as an engagement, and
considered Dick her “* steady company.”
She was an ambitious girl, and it was
only in her first youth that the attentions
of her brother's friends afforded her any
pleasure; the admiration of men of her
own class was offered to her so freely and
generally that it soon palled upon her, and
her aspirations took another course—she
longed to be a lady. This ambition was
unattainable,

for Kate’s

conception

of a

“‘lady ” was a woman married to a mat.
who did not earn his living by manual
labour,

and

who

kept

a servant.

When

Dick Stone came to the house and looked
upon her with favour, she told herself that
her chance had come, and she spared no
pains to capture him.
Tim Brian, who

had some

dim idea ot

what was going on, became uneasy in his

of glowing red hair twisted neatly about

mind, for his views of life were

her head.

the sense that he dealt in large generalities,
and he was convinced that gentlemen
always behaved badly to pretty girls of
Kate’s rank. If there was one thing in

Her eyes were dark and rest-

less, and rather

small,

and

the constant

broad

in

movement of them gave her the appearance of always being suspicious. A remark
this world that seemed really good to Tim,
which she could not quite understand
it was his sister, and he admired her
would bring the dark small eyes glinting
intensely. She was not only handsome,
upon the speaker in a weird, uncomfortable
but compared with his own slow wit, hers
fashion.
She was incapable of a ciear,
steady glance, and it was the unquiet of was brilliant, and any attempt on his part
her eyes rather than their lack of size ‘to show her that she was acting wrongly
was foiled by one of her convincing
which detracted so much from her beauty.
arguments in two minutes.
Yet Tim
Her admirers were legion, and before the
brooded over the matter, and it seemed to
advent of the Hon. Richard Stone she had
him that Dick Stone was a designing
changed from one sweetheart to another
blackguard, and that Kate was an unsusin a way that was simply audacious; but
since her family had been honoured by pecting angel—a vastly mistaken conclusion. He pondered and sulked until he
the presence of this tall, languid gentleman,
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wondered whether he would be justified in
flinging him over the ship’s side some day.
Dick finished

his dinner, looked

at his

watch, and then stretched himself and
yawned wearily.
“Another four hours!” he said in his
monotonous voice.
“Is there anythin’ you specially fancy
for tea, Dick dear?” asked Kitty.
“A
kipper ?”
“TI don’t know.
Have I enough money
for a grilled chicken ?” he asked.
““Q’ course you
have! I’ve fourteen
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“One of my aunts dead. Knew she
was dead, but didn’t ask any questions
because she’d told me she wouldn’t leave
me anything.”
‘“And she has ?”’ asked Kate breathlessly.
Dick nodded.
“The interest on £20,000.
*Tisn’t
much, but it will keep me going.”
“How lovely; and you won’t have to
work here.”
“That’s the infernal part of it. She’s
made it a condition that I keep this berth
for a twelvemonth,

so as to accustom
‘ myself to labour
and to learn
economy of living.
That’s my infernal

shillin’ o’ yours left,

and it’s only Thursday. I’ll get youa
lovely chicken, and
it’ll be ready at
half-past five. Now,
here’s a letter for

cousin’s doing;

he

put her up to that,
for those were his
very words, damn
you, dear; I wouldn’t
give it to you afore
him!”
in case there was
“Never mind,
bad news in it, and
Dick
dear;
it’s
I wanted you to
only another
six
have your dinner in
months.”
peace.
Now, dar“I
suppose
it
ling, give me a kiss
can’t be _ helped;
for it!”
it’s better than
She bent her
nothing.”
fresh-coloured face
“TI should think
down to his and
it was.
How much
pouted her full red
year will you
“* Now, here’s a letter for you, dear.”
a
have ?”
lips, and he kissed
““About nine hundred. The old girl
her cooily and without enthusiasm. Then
put it in good mortgages, paying four and
he took the letter from her and coma half. She was a ’cute old lady.”
menced reading it, and very soon his eyes
““Nine hundred a year!
Why we—
began to shine, and he sat up in his
you—can have a lovely house and servants
chair.
asked
and a carriage!” and the girl’s eyes
“Good news then, Dick dear?
dilated, and her colour rose as she kissed
Kate, smoothing his hair.
him again and again.
He paid no attention to her, but went
“IT shall borrow a ‘thou.’ on the
ox reading until he had finished the
strength of it as soon as the year’s
letter.
“Do tell me what it is, darling,” she up, and then I’ll work that system at
Monte Carlo.
It’s a ‘ cert.,’” he said
said coaxingly.
dreamily.
‘*Confounded old wretch, though, to
”

‘

make

that condition,”

he muttered.

“What condition? What a tease you
are, Dick! Do tell me!” exclaimed Kate
pettishly.

*“Oh,

Dick!

I’ve

read

about

it, and

it’s all lit up every night, and they say it
looks like fairyland,” she said; and then,

clinging to his arm, she whispered in his
FF2
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ear, ‘‘When are we going to get married,
Dick ?”
“* Married ?” he repeated, startled out
of his usual apathy.
“Yes, married,” she answered defiantly.

“Don’t make a fool of yourself, my
girl,” he said quietly, rising and taking his
hat from off the cheap and faded sofa.
Kate slipped round the table, and stood
with her back against the door. She was
flushed so deeply that her face had almost
a purplish tint, and she was _ strongly
excited.
*“* Now look here, Dick, don’t you think

you can tréat me as you’ve treated other
women.
You’ve got to marry me, and
that’s all about it. You promised it, and
I shall make you a good wife!”
“Don’t fly into such a rage, Kate,” he
said, without any appearance of being personally interested in the matter, but rather
posing as a friendly adviser, “‘ 1 may have
promised, but you must have known I
meant nothing. Our little affair has been
the merest

flirtation, and

has never

gone

beyond that point. As for marriage with
you, it’s impossible, so don’t be foolish!
When I get my money you shall have
some.”
~
“It’s not your money I want!” she
cried shrilly, “it’s you!
I always said
I’d marry a gentleman, and I will. I mean
to be your wife !”
“I don’t care what you mean, my girl.
You never will be my wife, and you may
as well make up your mind to that fact at
once |”
Then Kate’s dock-breeding came out,
and she lost all control over herself.
“You

mean

hound!”

she broke

out,

her white teeth showing between her
parted red lips in what looked dangerously
like a snarl. ‘I might’a’ known you’d
got no honour in you. You’re not fit to
marry a decent woman, you cur!”
“I daresay you’re quite right, Kate, so
it’s a good thing for you, after all. Now,

DECEIT.
having reached the extreme
fury, she

stretched.

rushed

pitch of her

at him with

hands

out-

He caught her by the wrists

and forced her into a chair, passing out of

the room just before fat old Mrs. Brian
entered to find her daughter in strong
hysterics.
,
When Dick returned to the house at
half-past five there was no tea ready for
him, and as Kate

had gone

to bed ill, he

was unable to get any of the money she
was taking care of for him. Mrs. Brian
sat over the kitchen fire and wished “ him
and th’ loikes 6’ him at the devil with
their loyin’ tongues and decavin’ ways,”
and so, without a penny in his pockets,
Dick marched back to the ship and
lounged about until one of the mates
invited him to tea.
Tim Brian reached home about nine
o’clock that night rather the worse for
drink, and his mother poured into his ears
a lurid tale of the wrong that had been
done to the family, referring to Kate as an
“‘angil from Hivin desaved by a tracherous
villin, whom may de Lord look sideways

on!”
It was not exactly the end to Kate’s
love
-affair that Tim had foreseen and
dreaded, but he understood that his sister

had been disappointed of a grand rise
in life, and had taken her defeat bitterly
to heart; he understood that the family
opinion was that Dick ought not to be
allowed to go scot-free, and he agreed with
it. His drink-inflamed brain magnified
the wrong, and his mother’s vehement
tirades against the ‘ murtherin’ villin”
excited

him

still

more,

until

he

was

conscious of nothing but a fierce desire to
meet Dick and pound the life out of him.
He tumbled into bed with his brain more
muddled than ever, and when

he woke he

beastly steamer! ”
‘I wish you were dead, you brute!” she
shrieked, and followed up with a variety
of strong expressions commonly used by

was so feverish that he sent out for some
gin and beer, and drank that mixture
instead of having any breakfast. And he
sent a message to Kate by his mother,
saying that she should be “ rivinged on the
blaggard:”
Dick, having found the situation so uncomfortable at his lodgings, had accepted
the mate’s offer to allow him to sleep on

the women

board.

let me

pass;

I have

to get back

io that

of the neighbourhood; then,

He was known to bearelative of
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of the line, and as

than usual, sat in the chart-room endea-

such was a favoured personage.
At seven
o'clock he was ready for work, and at ten
minutes past the stevedores slowly came

vouring to warm his hands at the lamp,
while, the stevies tried to make the chains
run easily through the frozen blocks.
After much swearing and shouting the
gear was put in working order, and the

yne

on

of the directors

board, Tim

among

them.

‘They filed

through the yellow fog, with its raw, chill,

Kate slipped round the table, and stood wii fer back against the door.

and noisome odour, like a string of unhappy ghosts; one figure looming up
indistinctly after the other, each one in
turn forming and taking shape in the dense
atmosphere as it came into sight.
The iron decks were covered with ice,
and the donkeyman had to bring ashes to
throw over them. Dick, in better spirits

winches jerkily started to lift the loaded
slings, and sent the steam hissing out to
clog the heavy air.
Tim was at the gangway of No. 2 hatch
ready toease the sets and push themoverthe
hatchway, giving the word to the winchman
to “lift” or “‘ lower.” On the other side

of the hatch the man at the guy hauled

430
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the boom over, a hard job in which Tim
sometimes helped him, for the steamer
had only just commenced to take in cargo

DECEIT.

a two-

‘““No!” came the reply promptly; for
stevies and ship’s clerks are. natural
enemies, and neither attempt to help the
other.

foot list away from the quay.
Alongside was a barge laden with sixty

“Steady up!” shouted Tim to the
winchman as a set thundered against the

tons

iron sides, and then, rattling and steaming,
the winch drew up its burden.
“Steady!” cried Tim, holding up a
warning hand, and the set stopped just as
the lower ends of the bars touched the
deck, and_ remained swaying
and twisting as
Dick counted.
“Seventeen:
All right, Tim,”
said Dick cheerfully as he
entered the
number in_ his

and was

high out of water,

of bar iron,.some

with

round

and

some

flat, in lengths varying from sixteen to
twenty feet, and the four men in the barge
made these into sets over the slings, which
were tightened and attached to the hook
of the chainrunner, and sent

up
be
the
ing

the side to
lowered into
great yawnhold of the

steamer.
Taking alittle
red_ tally
-book
from his pocket,
Dick began to
tally, making
Tim keep the
sets at the gangway
while he
counted
the
number of bars
in each.
The
bars, bent
by
theirown weight,
sometimes
caught as they
came up the side
and
sometimes
slipped out; so
that the men in
the barge had
to keep from
under, for a bar

book;

and

Tim

looked with
blazing eyes at
this man — this
gentleman — for
whom his sister
was suffering.
“Now then.
me _ hearties,

what yer waitin’
for?”’ shouted a
hoarse voice as
the foreman
stevedore came
up.
Waitin’ while
the clerk counts
Dick began to tally, making Tim keep the sets at
the gangway while he counted the number of
bars in cach.

coming thundering down might have gone through one
of them.
Sometimes Tim pulled one or
two
out before he lowered the set,
tightening the slings when he had done
so, but on such a freezing, morning the
job was a more than usua!ly dangerous one.
Dick counted the bars, sometimes twelve,
sometimes fifteen, eighteen, or twenty in a
set, but after a time got tired of this, and

called. out to those below in the bargze—
““Can’t you fellows make your sets up

all the same number ?”

the

tars,”

growled the old
winchman.
“Ere, that won’t do! I_ain’t goin’ to
be kep’ from my work by a blamed clerk!
At this rate we shan’t do ten ton a day!”
shouted the foreman so loudly that the
chief clerk came out to ask, “‘ What’s the
row 2?”

“Ere, your man’s

a-delayin’

of us,”

was the angry reply; ‘‘ why don’t you send
’im into the barge? I can’t ’ave my work
stopped! ’Ere, up a little.” The winch
lifted the bundle clear of the coamings as
the boom was hauled over. ‘“ Lower,
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send upa sling, and look slippy!”
‘*You’d better go into the barge, Mr.

fashion, for it was white with rime, and
very slippery.
‘Stand
from under!”
called one

Stone,” said the chief clerk, looking over

of the men

away!

Easy, lower!

Now,

me beauties,

as a

set went

up,

bump-

He stepped backward quickly, and as he did so, slipped upon the unlevel platform
of iron, and fell.

the side to where the barge lurked in the
cold fog, eighteen feet below
** Well, if I must, I must!” said Dick;

and with great care he climbed down the
rope-ladder until he reached the barge,
along the edge of which he went crab

ing

against

the

side,

and

threatening

to pour out.

Dick looked at the slippery iron on
which he was standing, cautiously moved
a pace or two, and then stood still.

““You’d

better not stand

there, Mr,
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later, as a

surgeons looked very grave after they had’

set went up right over Dick’s head, and
two or three of the bars slipped a quarter
of their length, and hung four feet or so
below the others. Tim stood at the gangway with his right hand on the taut chain;
he was breathing very hard, and he peered
into the barge as the top of the iron
reached the level of the deck upon which
he stood.. He moved his hand up as an

examined the patient, and said that his
friends should be sent for, but no one
knew where to send, and at last it

Clerk,” said a man

order

a moment

to the winchman

to drive on, and

then, when the lower ends were just below
his feet, he turned

his hand

so that

its

palm was toward the winch, and the
winchman shut off steam.
Tim shook the
iron violently, and one of the bars
shifted out a little.
One of the men in
the barge again called, ‘Look out,
Mr. Clerk!”
Dick looked up, and shouted, ‘‘ That’s
all right, Tim, lower it on deck!” He saw
Tim shake it again, and kick the bundle,

forcing the sling round as he did so. It
was a very usual act, and its purpose was
to clear the iron from the projecting edge

was suggested that Tim Brian or his
sister might know, and so some went for
them.
Dick had recovered consciousness when
Kate arrived at his bedside, and he knew

her voice although he could not see
her.
The surgeon in charge had prepared her for the worst, and she had
abandoned herself to lowid-voiced and
frantic grief.
‘““Oh, Dick, that it should
this!” she wailed; ‘“‘now I’ll

come to
lose you,

and there’s never a chance o’ winning
you back. But I’ll be revinged on the
villin that’s robbed me of you! I know
all about it, and I’ll be revinged! ”
“Quiet yourself, my good woman, or
you must go,” said the surgeon authoritatively.
“Quiet,

when

that by me own

he’s

bin murdered, and

brother?

17’ll speak me

of the ’tween deck or deck, but those below

mind I will, for me heart’s breakin’! ”

were unable to see how unnecessary it was
in this instance.
There came another

“Hush!
I cannot allow this.
are disturbing the patient.”

heavy

shaking,

that one
him.

He

and

it seemed

of the bars was
stepped

to Dick

sliding toward

backward quickly, and

as he did so, slipped upon the unlevel
platform of iron, and fell. At that very
moment three bars fell like great spears,

and one struck him full in the face, making
a horrible wound.
There was a shout
from the bargemen, and then in a stream
came

the rest of the iron, maiming and

crushing the poor body in the barge.
There was a rush of men to the side of
the steamer, and a hurried flight of -two
or three to the dock-gates.
The chief clerk and the two mates went
down the side into the lighter and tried
to staunch the blood which was flowing
from Dick’s wounds, and the barge was
let go, and pulled to the quay under the
ten-ton crane. On the stone steps the
dock policemen were already waiting with
their

ambulance,

and

into it poor, dis-

figured, insensible Dick was lifted and
carried off to the Poplar Hospital. The

‘*T’ll not hush!
murder !

You

It’s murder! murder!

I might ’a’ bin a lady but for

me own brother!” ~~
“You must go outside,” said the surgeon sternly. ‘‘ Now, go immediately, or
I’ll have you removed.”
“Then send for the police!
Oh, I
could have coaxed him round!
I knew
how to humour him. He’s been murdered, I say, and if you don’t go for
the police I will!” And then, suffering
herself to be led out of the ward, she went

directly to the police-station and returned
with an Inspector and a constable just as
Tim was brought to the dying man’s bedside. The Inspector spoke ina whisper to
the surgeon, as Kate turned viciously upon
her brother.
“You told mother you ’d take rivinge on
him, and I can swear you said you’d murder
him!
man,

Put the darbies on
and I’ll go and see

him, policehim hanged,

though he is my brother!
Oh,I might
’a’ been a lady but for him! ”
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Tim stood silent as Kate was again
taken outside.
He saw no escape from
the gallows now that Kate had publicly
r

accused

him,

.
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and once more the Inspector bent down to
listen.
Pure accident—I saw it all. Brian
“ec

*

‘

™

.

P

°..

and

he only waited for
the officers to hand
cuff him and take
him away. His vivid
Celtic imagination
picturec all the
horror of the closing
scene of his life, and
a strong shudder ran
through his sturdy
form.

|
|

“Can the patient
give any account of
the affair?” asked
the Inspector.
‘“*1’m afraid not—
he
won't
last an
hour,” murmured the
surgeon.
The
Inspector
moved nearer to the
bed,

and,

seeing

Dick’s lips move, he

bent down and asked

softly if he had anything to say.
“A — pure accident,” whispered the
dying man.
“ Brian
did all he could—to
keep—bars from
falling.
I. could
see.”
The Inspector repeated the words

aloud.

Tim gave

one frightened stare

I
{a

5

at the bandaged head

e-

REE

we:

ee

ee,

upon
the pillow,
and straightway fell

** You told mother you’d take rivinge on him, and J can swear
you said you’d murder him!”

upon his knees at the
bedside, und burst out into great gasping
sobs of gratitude and of bitter remorse.
“Tis the devil’s own job all round,” he

p’raps—blames—himself.
Not his fault.
Good-bye, Tim—know it’s all—over
n
The lips ceased moving and the breath

muttered convulsively, ‘‘and may the saints

became suddenly fainter, and then ceased.

forgive us all!”
Again the patient’s pallid lips moved,

There was a long pause, and then the nurse
drew the sheet over the face of the corpse.

' HOW FIRES ARE EXTINGUISHED.
Despite all the advances

of the art, the world loses £45,000,000 worth

of property

a year

MONG the many advances which the
new century will see, the establishment of a Fire Brigade Training-School
may be taken as a certainty. The old
century in its throes has already thought
of the scheme, for it was propounded by
Commander Wells to a recent sitting of
the Select Committee of the House of
Commons on Provincial Fire Brigades.
The idea has been received with more
acceptance than a passing fancy would
be, for Commander Wells was requested
by the Committee to make up an estimate
of the cost of his idea. The only wonder
is that such a scheme has not been mooted

THE

BURNING

OF

THE

ROYAL

by Fire.

long ere now, for the subject of the prevention and extinction of fire engages the
attention of builders and of all civic
authorities as it never did before, so that it

seems impossible that the fearful conflagrations that have devastated all great
towns for centuries can ever occur again
on anything like the same scale, even
although the memory of the recent fire in
the City of London is still fresh with us.
It is appropriate that such a proposai
should be formulated in London, and
carried out in the greatest city the world
has ever seen, for few places have suffered
so much from fire as the capital. Nothing

EXCHANGE,

LONDON,

ON

JANUARY

I0,

1838.

A picture sketched at the moment when the chimes were appropriately playing “‘ There's nae luck aboot the hoose.”
‘

HOW
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ARE

strikes the man who wanders
about
Lendon with a touch of history in him
more than the modernity of the Mammoth

EXTINGUISHED.
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founded by the veteran Hand to Hand
Office. Pliny, writing in 70 A.D., refers
to a form of fire-engine. but it was

I am not speaking of the suburbs, which

were yesterday so many green fields with
hedgerows blossoming’
I refer to the
ancient area
that lies between
the
Tower
and the Abbey
When you
consider the age of London, you cannot
help wondering how modern its buildings
are. With the exception of the Tower,
the Savoy Chapel (walls only), the Abbey,
and

one

or two

other

landmarks,

there

is scarcely a building that is more than
three hundred years old
_Indeed, several
provincial towns half the age of London
look very much older
No doubt much
of this modernity is due to the spirit
of progress which is ever transforming
London, so that a piece of Georgian
brickwork is regarded with veneration.
but the chief reason for the blotting out
of old timbered London is to be found in
the devouring fires which occasionally
over the capital for centuries,
swept
culminating in the Great Fire of 1666,
which gave Sir Christopher Wren his
unparalleled chance
It is easy to understand how the Great
Fire was possible even so late as 1666, for
the art of combining for fire extinction
did not really dawn on the people until
1698, when the first regular and permanent establishment for fire insurance was

A

FIREMAN

OF

LAST

device

GIRLS

WORKING

A

MANUAL

CENTURY.

not until the subject of insurance was
tackled that any really serious attempt
was made to meet the immortal enemy.
That is just two hundred years ago, and
even then the organisation was so crude
that it was Icft to such private enterprise as a fire insurance company, and
not to the community as vested with
municipal power, to meet the emergency
which had levelled London so often That
is to say, the insurance companies, in sheer
self-defence, had to establish ‘fire brigades
of their own.
Their stations were dotted
here and there over
London. For instance,
the Phcenix Company
had a station
in
Cockspur Street, of
which a picture as it
appeared a hundred
years ago is given.
The firemen belonging to each company
had a distinguishing
badge on the left arm,
usually bearing the

MERRYWEATHER.

by which

his

particular
employers
were known.
These
devices are still fairly
familiar, as cast in
iron and placed on

HOW

FIRES

ARE

EXTINGUISHED
was in the habit of collecting the gilded sugar
loaves that used to hang
from a _tea- merchant's
signboard.

THE

DEVICE

OF

THE

SUN

OFFICE,

old houses. Thus you may sometimes catch
a glimpse of the grotesque man-in-the-sun,
which the Sun office used.
Again, the
Northern Company (though fairly modern)
used to place a Scots lion rampant on the
houses they insured ; and other companies

had each

of them

a distinctive

mark,

so

that its particular fire brigade might hasten
to the spot with its apparatus. In view of
th » development of our modern municipal
brigades, the custom of marking houses
with those badges has disappeared; and
the badges themselves are becoming very
rare, for they have attained that dignity of
age and irreplaceableness which forms the
starting-point of the
collecting hobby. Collectors have sometimes taken inordinate trouble to possess
themselves of such of
the grimy plaques as
have escaped the
touch of decay or the
demolishing hand of
the decorator. I once

At

last

passed

he found

that the tier of stone,

from which the plaque had tempted him
for twenty years, had been removed, and
the Sun had been carried off by the other
man.
A well-known story is also told of a
very different use to which plaques were
put. A ship with a big parcel of these
badges bound for a distant colony was

wrecked on a cannibal island. The plaques
were washed ashore and appropriated by
the naked islanders, who hung them round
their waists, so that a heraldic device of
threatening aspect graven in metal took
the place on the islanders of the fig-leaf of

knew a collector in
a provincial town who
had
eyed
a Sun
device for many years
with envious eye. It
was set far above
his reach, else he

might have removed
it, like the youth who

THE

DEVICE

the

house came to be demolished in favour of a
new building which would
disdain such a badge, and
the collector’s heart beat
high as he saw in imagination that Sun
- plaque
shedding its once
resplendent golden rays on
his collection.
But all
unknown to him—though
the town was a small
one—he had another collector as rival, and one day when he
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section of a remarkable building, in which
all-the six floors are blazing at one and
the same time, while the joists remain
intact—and that, too, in an age when
non-flammable wood was unknown!
Not
only are there two engines, worked by
hand, pumping water on the fire, but
sympathetic neighbours are found squirting
water across the whole breadth ofa street.
But why jibe at these industrious Dutchmen? Just lock at the picture on the
first page, illustrating the burning of
our own Royal Exchange so late as

classic times.
I should note that these
badges are still universal in France, and

they are very popular in our own colonies.

A

FIRE-ENGINE

OF

1838—by

1751.

It would be tedious to describe the development of fire-extinguishing apparatus
from the days of the primitive bucket, pain-

fully dropped into the nearest well or river,
down to the modern engine sucking up vast
volumes
of water
from
the mighty
main pipes which thread their watery
way under
every street.
Suffice
it
to say that a great improvement was
made
named

in 1698, when
Van der Heide,

EXTINGUISHED.

two
Dutchmen
father and son,

the fire-masters of Amsterdam, introduced an improved engine and _ hose.
They published an elaborate folio dealing

the

way,

it blazed

with their invention, ‘“‘embellished’”—as the

eighteenth century would have said—with
the most beautiful engravings, of which I
have reproduced two on a small scale.
One of these pictures, showing the destruction of the Town House of Amsterdam in
July 1652, was ingenuously given by these
Dutch Commanders Wells as the horrible
exampie. You will note that the terrified
citizens are drawn up in lines from the
burning building to the quay, handing
along buckets of water to be poured on
the blazing mass. What could be more
futile than

this,

even

had

the

buckets

been full to the brim?
But before they
reached the top of the dizzy ladder,

you may be sure that each bucket
had splashed half of its contents on the
draggled citizens, whose excitement would
make the hands unsteady.
In _ contradistinction
to this scene of dreary
desolation,

the

inventors

designed

a

picture of their own peerless apparatus and
, ‘unparalleled pluck.
You are shown the

while

its

chimes
were
prophetically _ playing,
“There’s nae luck aboot the hoose”—
and you will see that the lapse of many
years had made little difference between
the Dutchmen’s ideal and the actual fact
‘in the biggest city in the world. Hogarth’s
picture of a fire in 1762 is, of course,
intentionally grotesque;
and
yet its
grotesqueness is less pronounced than
the enormous change that has since taken
place, and has made the manual engine
impossible in a big town.
The fact is that the art of fire extinction

A

FIRE-ESCAPE

OF

1775.
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made no real progress until the introduction of steam for the purpose of pumping up water. The pioneers of the steam

WHAT

A

FIRE

ENGINE

LOOKED

IN

COCKSPUR

STREET

A

HUNDRED

YEARS

AGO.

fire-engine were the famous Merryweathers.
They introduced a patent double-cyclinder
fire-engine, which won for them the first

LIKE

IN

THE

TIME

who designed this Picture in 1762.

OF

HOGARTH,

HOW

FIRES

ARE

EXTINGUISHED.
brigade,

while

smaller

towns

have volunteer brigades. Most
of the big country-houses have
also fire-extinguishing apparatus.

Indeed,

in

some

cases

the maids are taught to work
an engine, and sometimes their
mistresses join them.
Six
years ago a ladies’
firebrigade tournament was held
at Lord

THE

FIRST

STEAM

FIRE-ENGINE,

THE

SUTHERLAND,

1863.

St. Leven’s

house,

St.

Michael’s Mount.
Lord St.
Leven’s daughters, the Hon.
Evelyn and the Hon. Eleanor
St. Aubyn, both helped in work-

ing the engine, which had been built by
Merryweathers.
The enormous amount of damage done
by fire is shown by the fact that ten millions
sterling was paid by British and American
fire offices each in 1897.Probably as
much was lost by Continental and Indian
companies.
Nor is this all, for a great
mass of property destroyed by fire is unin-

grand prize at the International Exhibition,
held in what is now the Crystal Palace, in
1863. If the Exhibition had done nothing
more than organise its committee for the
Encouragement of Improvements in Steam
Fire-Engines we would be grateful to it.
This committee was presided over by the
late Duke of Sutherland, who was an
enthusiastic amateur fireman, and used to

keep an engine of his own in London.
The Merryweathers named this doublecylinder engine after him. It was capable
of throwing a two-inch stream of water to
a distance of 180 feet, and stood the test
of lifting water through its suction-hose
vertically to a height of
204

feet

from

Road,

and

In fact, an

insurance

expert

esti-

mates the total loss by fire in the civilised
world in 1897 as £45,000,000.
How then
can one hesitate over the proposal of
Commander Wells to put fire - brigade
training on a systematic and rational basis?

the

pumps. Since then we
have made great progress, so that
the
Greenwich pattern of
the steam fire-engine,
such as the London
Fire Brigade uses, is
capable of pumping
1600 gallons of water
per minute.
I may
note that the Merryweathers keep a fire
brigade ‘of their own
for the protection of
their works in Greenwich

sured.

le

for

showing Visitors the
wonder of their wares.
Every big town in
this country has now
its permanent fire
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‘WANTED,

AN UNDERTAKER.”

By GEORGE

GUESS this y’ar place is kinder
barbarous. As a healthy Christian
township, ’tis about the most unholy fraud
in Texas.”
And

the

Yellowstone

speaker,

Silas

Creek,

glared

the

matter

Silas

scornfully

‘ He ’d

Hank,

of
at

if Dumper was a smoulderin’ brand, extin-

the

show,

anyway ?” asked several of the boys in
chorus.
‘Matter enough,” replied Silas gloomily.
“‘Haven’t we bought up a cheap limbetter what isn’t clever enough to scare
away his own blue-devils without the
assistance of the hull township ?”
“Dr. Cussbery’s a tarnation imposter ye’re right there, Silas!” cried the saloonkeeper . ‘He won’t brass up for them
fifty-two cocktails shouted for, supplied,
an’ consoomed on Independence Day; an’
he has the thunderin’ neck to plant me a
ten-dollar bill for removin’ half a tumbler
outer my left cheek after the last little upan’-downer what took place in this very
saloon.”
An’ what about the hire - furnishin’
parson which hasn’t saved a single soul
durin’ a seven months’ ministry at ninetyfive dollars a month?” continued Mr.
Hank excitedly. ‘* Six hundred an’ sixtyfive dollars spent in theoretical religion
which hasn’t succeeded in snatching a
single brand from the burnin’!”
“Ye’re forgeitin’ old Dick Dumper,
what repented and shot himseif
in
the church porch,” interrupted Joshua
Darwin.
‘‘’Twas the parson’s sermon
what converted Aim, anyway.
Give the
devil his due.”
442

replied

defiantly

A.

with

“Dick was drunk when he sent hisself
home,”

got ’em badly, or he’d never have took
the parson literally, an’ rolled himself in
wet ashes as a prelim’nary move. An’ even

the motley crowd of rough- riders who
thronged Joe Smiley’s saloon.
‘““What’s

A. BEST.

guished

at the

last moment,

wasn’t

six

hundred-odd dollars a ridic’lous price to
pay for sich a soul as his’n? No wonder
the city rates is high, an’ the death-rate
even higher, when brass is throwed away
on doctors what can’t cure a common case
of chilblains, an’ on parsons what are
unable to preach an ordinary sermon on
charity without
stutterin’,
unless all
shootin’-irons are left in the vestry!”
A round of applause greeted the speaker
at this stage.
“Then there was that onsatisfactory
policeman what we had sent from Bostonville, freight paid,” continued Silas. ‘As
you will probably rec’lect, he was bored
back an’ front on the fust night arter he
arrove, ’cos he ’adn’t the common

savy to

keep hisself to hisself, and refrain from
interfering in matters of a purely personal
nature without the consent of all parties
concerned.
It cost the ratepayers of
Yellowstone exactly twelve times the ordinary railroad fare to send him back securely
packed an’ by freight-train to his sorrowin’
relations.

We

done the thing handsome,

but the ongrateful relatives haven’t even
acknowledged receipt or sent us back the
returned

empty!

As I said before, this

place is barbarous an’
in’ the dollars we’ve
moral an’ social tone
an’ the best thing we
it an’
5

onhealthy, considerlaid out to raise the
o’ the community,
ken do is to chuck

“WANTED,
commotion near the door
interrupted the speaker
moment.
A

sal 0n

AN

of the
at this

_ “Who’s arrove to upset the meetin’ ? ”
asked Silas angrily.
A weird-looking stranger, attired in a
silk hat of an obsolete pattern and a
shiny frock-coat, buttonless, and fastened
the

across

narrow

UNDERTAKER.
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prairie-wolf like you want to come where
he isn’t wanted, and suck up a whole cocktail what he can’t pay for?” yelled Mr.
Hank.
‘*l

am

wanted,”

replied

other

with “pins”
of wild briar,

chair
p

i e

the

to-

by

away

Mr. Hank,
grinned

I

Got

any sample
jobs handy ?”

hideously at
aston-

“We
required
a
respeck’able
Christian
body
-planter
—somethin’
slightly more
hum a n-

the

ished

State,

made tracks
fur Yellowstone right

the

occud

stranger

single
funeral.
furnisher
in

chest

advanced
wards

the

“You advertised in the Zevas Terror for a
tip-top undertaker, an’ as I guess I’ve
made a larger number of successful plants
than
any

crowd,

and
raising
the glass just
refilled by
the indignant
chairman,
swallowed
the fiery con-

lookin’

tents without

you,” remarked Silas
thoughtfully.
*‘Somethin’
black
an’
sorrowful-

a single gasp.
*“Who’s
arrove

upset

to

this

meetin’
?” repeated Silas,
purple
with
rage,
and
whipping out
a revolver as
he spoke.
“Me,” replied
the

than

like,”

added

Joe Smiley
vaguely
“A gentlemanly coon,
what could
com

bine

economy with
dispatch, an’
do a combination funeral at redooced
rates,” suggested Joshua Darwin.
“A rale artist in theoretical melancholy
an’ practical carpentry,” explained Mr.
Hank.
‘Somethin’ decently buttoned
inside his clothes, wearin’ a nineteenthcentury hat an’ the same-sized boot on
each foot.
Eh, boys?”
“In short, we wanted a kinder fancy
cuss, what ’d figger well in a percession

He raised the glass just refilled by the indignant chairman.

stranger

simply,

removing

his hat

a mop

of greasy

hair to fall across his

and

allowing

scarred and wrinkled forehead.
The crowd laughed boisterously
The
easy insolence of the interloper, and his
ability to swallow liquid fire without a
solitary cough, had apparently made a
favourable impression upon everybody but
the chairman.
“And whythe blue blazes does a squintin’

GG2
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headed by the clergy an’ gentry of this
select locality,” concluded the saloonkeeper.
é
“Wal, if that ’s all you do require, gents,
I reckon I carry every qualification on my
own person,” remarked the candidate
with a diabolical leer. ‘‘ Besides bein’
a practical carpenter, I served a spell
with a fust-rate upholsterer, an’ ken prodooce a most angelical effeck with four
vards of black cloth an’ a gross of brass
nails. Ten year ago I was apprenticed to
a manufacturer of fireproof safes, an’ I
guess that my knowledge of asbestos an’
sawdust should prove very comfortin’ to a
thoroughly Christian city sich as this. As
to mere personal appearance, you can’t
expect a man what’s rode four hundred
miles in a lumber-wagon an’ done aten-

hours’ tramp through the prairie to appear
afore you with his boots blacked an’ his
hair curled. But if you engage me as sole
an’ only undertaker to Yellowstone Creek,

I’ll guarantee to invest the proceeds of
my fust plant in a new rig-out, includin’
black
gloves,
hatbands,
an’
a_ silk
umberrellar.”

The citizens of Yellowstone were visibly
impressed by the recital of such numerous
and unique qualifications—the knowledge
of the art of fireproofing being a strong
recommendation in favour of the candidate.
‘As ter terms ?” asked Silas hesitatingly.
“‘Piecework, time, or fixed salary?”
asked the stranger, fixing one eye on
the saloon-keeper
and the other on
Mr. Hank.
The two chief citizens of Yellowstone
shifted uneasily under the glassy stare of
theirimpassive interlocutor. The remainder
of the crowd sniggered feebly.
A youthful cowboy who was seated near
the door indulged in a mirthless and obviously artificial guffaw; and when the
undertaker slowly turned his face in the
direction of the unexpected sound, the
youngster slunk out of the saloon, and
the yard dog, which had never ceased to

whine in a dismal way since the arrival of
the stranger, was suddenly silenced by a
series of resounding blows from a stockwhip.
“Piecework,

time,

or

fixed

salary

>”

UNDERTAKER.”
repeated the candidate as the saloonkeeper hurriedly mixed himself a “‘ volcano
squash,” and abstractedly lighted the
wrong end of a “ molten-lava” cigar.
“What d’ye think, boys?” asked Joe
Smiley, with a vacant stare at each of his
depressed customers in turn.
“Wal, I guess that as the shootin’
season ’s nearly over,” drawled Joshua
Darwin, apparently addressing the saloon
clock, ‘‘asthe shootin’ season’s approachin’
conclusion, so ter speak, it*d be to our

advantidge to engage this undertaker cuss.
at so much per job, with a small retainin’

fee or salary of, say, twenty dollars per
month.”
“That ’ll suit me down ter the ground,”
remarked the applicant jubilantly.
“‘What’s yer tradin’ name,

stranger ?”

asked Silas, suddenly assuming a businesslike air, and placing a sheet of. blank paper
before the inkstand on the saloon table.
“Jeremiah K. Jackson,” answered the:
candidate.
“* Age?”
** Twoscore.”
“‘ Married or single ?”
** Widower.”
“ Any kids ?”
** Not alive.”
** Religion, if any ?”

‘“* Evangelical Revivalist.”
** Perfession, trade, or callin’ ?”

*“* Artistic undertaker an’ funeral - furnisher. All work guaranteed, an’
c
“Dry up! I’m writing a solemn legal
agreement, not a blinkin’ advertisement,”

interrupted Silas impatiently. ‘‘ Now, boys,
what do you think o’ this ?” he continued,
holding the hastily scrawled document up:
to the light.
*** ], Jeremiah K. Jackson, forty year old,
an’ a widower without livin’ encumbrance,
Evangelist Revivalist an’ artistic undertaker,

do hereby agree, engage, an’
undertake whosumever and
the Funeral Committee of
Creek shall desire undertaken
place within the precincts of

undertake to
whatsumever
Yellowstone

at anytime or
the said city.

An’ the aforementioned Committee do, on

their part, agree an’ engage to pay the
said undertaker the sum of one hundred
dollars fur each an’ every undertaking so

“WANTED,

AN

undertook, in addition to a fixed salary of

twenty dollars per month. An’ the said
Committee hereby agree to advance to the
said undertaker the sum of thirty dollars
fur the said Jeremiah K. Jackson to purchase
the necessary tools, apparel, an’ plantin’
plant; cloth, nails, an’ asbestos as verbally
agreed. This agreement to be terminable
on the death of either
party, or upon either
sich party givin’ the
other party one
month’s notice
to
quit.’”’
“That ’s a slap-up
agreement, you bet!”

UNDERTAKER.”
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openin’ toast : ‘ May nobody here present
be ever undertook!’”
** Are we to understand that yer want yer
retainin’ sal’ry for notin’, then ?” sneered
Joshua Darwin, who had been steadying his
nerves with copious draughts of “ prairie
dew.”
““ As yer please,” answered the under-

cried Joshua Darwin

enthusiastically.
“No
liar could
have drawed up a
more comprehensible
document!” ejaculated the saloonkeeper admiringly.
“What’s
your
opinion, Mr. Jackson?”
“It’s simply great,
an’ I accept
the
appintment with nary
a single alteration in
the contract,” replied
Jeremiah.
‘An’ yer’ll clothe
yerself consistently,
an’ git yer hair cut,

and not come ’ere
ev'ry night measurin’
us all up in yer mind’s
eye ?” added Silas
suspiciously.
“I reckon you’d
take a six-footer, with

a three-foot

The undertaker

beam,”

murmured the new official under his breath.
“* But business is business, and pleasure ’s—
pleasure, gents,” he continued aloud. ‘‘So,
with your permission, we’ll all drink to
the health of the undertakin’.”
‘““Who’s ter pay?” asked the saloonkeeper cautiousy
“* Debit the fust case,” replied Mr. Jackson hurriedly. ‘‘ Now, gents, here’s the

surveyed the scene of ruin and desolation with
a sinister smile.

taker indifferently.

“* Ef yer like it better,

I’ll alter the toast to ‘ Sudden death to the

hull community !’”
A

howl

of

execration

this
drawn
chairs
saloonlamp-

followed

daring speech.
Revolvers were
in several quarters simultaneously,
were raised threateningly, and the
keeper placed his hand on the
extinguisher.

+70
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“Repeat
that scand’lous
sentiment
again, ye ole body-snatcher, an’ I'll drop
yer a deader where ye sit!” hissed
joshua.

‘“*’T was yer own fault, Josh, fur objectin’
to the fust toast,” yelled Silas A. Hank.
“*Ef yer draw on the noo undertaker, I ’ll
drop yer atop of ’im in a brace 0’ shakes!”
** Down with the squintin’ body-planter!”
cried several of the crowd.
roared a
“Draw on bully Darwin
rival faction.
“Time, gents, please!
No tarnation
bloodshed on these premises!” howled
the saloon-keeper.
“‘ Shut yer face, Smiley, an’ don’t interfere!” shouted the youngest cowboy,
hurling a chair at the head of the saloonkeeper to emphasise the warning.
“Blast everybody!” screamed the demon
undertaker, dodging quickly underneath
the table as he spoke.
In an instant the watchful Smiley had
extinguished the lamp and taken refuge
behind the armoured portion of his own
counter.
A dozen pistols blazed forth,
and the furniture of the saloon was dashed
to splinters against the four walls. The
frantic citizens lay behind hastily gathered
barricades of wreckage, and sent shot after
shot in the direction that each fancied
most. The indiscriminate firing continued
intermittently for fully fifteen minutes—
flagging at intervals, and bursting into a
regular fusilade when a movement could
be heard in any particular direction.
1?

After

a prolonged

interval

of silence,

the light of a match flickered momentarily
near the door of the saloon.
This was
apparently a somewhat risky experiment,
undertaken by one of the fighting crowd
in order to learn whether the ammunition
of his neighbours was all expended. The
result of the test was entirely satisfactory.
Not a single shot was fired in the direction
of the vesta-flash.
In another moment the daring prospector
rose to his feet and groped his way towards
the saloon-bar.
The silent watchers,
stretched at full length behind their
respective barricades, waited expectantly.
Then the apartment was suddenly illumimated by the dazzling glare of the relighted

UNDERTAKER.”
lamp, and the intrepid adventurer turned
round and surveyed the scene of ruin and
desolation with a sinister smile.
It was the undertaker !
Three bodies lay inert and apparently
lifeless on the sanded floor of the saloon ;

and ten prominent citizens of Yellowstone
crouched sullenly benind a similar number
of ridiculously inefficient fortifications,
composed of splintered chairs and overturned tables.
Each member
of the
Funeral Committee toyed nervously with
his useless six-shooter, and cursed vehemently but silently. For the undertaker
not only carried a brace of revolvers, but
held the weapons with the confident air of
a man who is master of an intricate position and can back up his arguments with
ball-cartridge. Sothe enlightened citizens
peeped furtively over the tops of their
unpicturesque ramparts, while the lately
elected official, standing with his back to
the shattered bar, surveyed the situation
with every manifestation of satisfaction
and delight.
“Three hundred dollars on the floor,
gents, an’ a thousan’

more

crouchin’ agen

the four walls!” he cried ecstatically.
** My toast, ‘ Sudden death to the hull community’ ’as proved a rale prophecy, though
it weren’t exactly drunk with musical

honours at the time.

Twelve prospective

plants in one night isn’ta bad start, is it?”

“Who d’ye think ’ll pay ye, ye lankhaired, sunstruck son of a vampire?”
shouted Joshua Darwin from behind a
capsized table.
“Don’t argue, Josh.
He’s mad, an’
we ’d best humour him,” whispered Silas,
glaring uneasily at the undertaker through
the meshes of a cane-bottomed chair. “Ef
I’d only a single cartridge left in my Colt,
I’d drop the scarecrow lunatic afore he’d
time to wink his cock-eye, you bet! Unless
an outsider happens to drop inter the
saloon, promiscous-like, with a loaded
iron ’andy, you can bet yer boots we’re
bally well euchred.
I wonder what’s
become of Joe Smiley? He dodged behind
the bar at the fust shot, an.——”
“Stow it!” interrupted the youngest
cowboy in an excited whisper as the
undertaker deliberately cocked his revolver

“WANTED,

AN

and
“covered” Darwin.
**Let’s rush
him : he can’t drop the hull crowd
At this moment a hand appeared above
the counter, and a beer-bottle flew through
the air, crashing against the skull of the
newly elected official, and falling to the
ground in a thousand pieces.
“Gawd Almighty! It’s Smiley!” cried
Darwin hysterically.
“

'

‘*On to him, lads!” shouted the saloon-

UNDERTAKER.”
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as the door of the saloon swung open, and,
closing with a terrific bang, was securely
locked on the outside.

*“Now, what d’ye think of this y’ar
city ?” remarked the irrepressible Hank,
when a candle had been lighted and stuck
in the neck of the reserve beer-bottle. ‘As
I remarked only a few hours ago, I guess
the place is simply barbarous, an’ the most
unholy fraud in Texas!”

A beer-bottle flew through the air, crashing against the skull of the newly elected official.

keeper, emerging from his -hiding-place
and leaping the bar with a second bottle
in his hand. ‘“ Down the brute! Madmen
have nine lives, an’ he’ll give us the go-by,
arter all, ef we give him half a chance!”
With a shriek of maniacal laughter, the
undertaker dropped to the ground, discharging his pistol as he fell. The bullet
struck the lamp, and for a second time the
apartment was plunged into darkness.
“‘ By thunder, he’s gone ! ” cried Smiley

‘“*T reckon we ken do without any more
municipal addresses on thiseventfulevenin’,
Mr. Hank, so jist dry up!” interrupted Joe
Smiley wearily. ‘‘ Some of the poor boys
dropt durin’ the entertainment are in need
of a certified

ball-extractor, an’ ef you ’ll

be good enough to bust open that y’ar
door, an’ fetch ole Surgeon Cussbery along
(blue-devils an’ all, ef yer can’t part ’em),

there ’s a resurrection cocktail waitin’ fur
yer, an’ nothin’ to pay.”

rTGR TING
By LOUIS

Ene

may bite, and cats

and
scratch,
domestic animal life

but
do

may claw

nowhere
we find

in
the

vicious, cold-blooded, cannibalistic qualities that obtain among the fish.
A fish is

AN

OCTOPUS

born with the set expression which varies
very little the whole time of its life ; yet,
however mild it may appear, it will do and
dare relentlessly, feasting away on its own
relations, until it in turn goes under to a
gladiator fish of greater proportions. A
curious instance of this is contained in the
448

TIS:
WAIN.

story of a friend, who, in his Norwegian

experiences, notes having hooked a twoounce trout, whereon a fine fellow of the
same breed, four and a half pounds in
weight, pounced upon the dainty morsel,

FAMILY.

and retained such a tenacious hold that he

was

safely

landed

without

hooked.
It is, however, in good

that more

even

being

aquarium tanks

of the mysteries

become
known
and
noted,
Brighton
Aquarium
affords

of fish-life
and
the

the
best

FIGHTING
examples for illustration.
intendent,

Mr.

Wells,

Its tank superhas

many

good

stories to tell of the eccentricities of the
finny tribe.
Little tragedies
cooped up within three walls
of rock, with a fronting of
glass, take place constantly;

FISH
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hides it in a twist of tentacles.
The
octopus, for such is the ugly, shiny-looking
mass, fattens consumedly, and finally ejects

and, oblivious to prying eyes,
the daily life of the ocean is
re-enacted, with all its realistic

episodes of love and war and
hate. Fierce battles take place.
There is a victor and a vanquished, and a lady fish in the
background; the sandy bottom
of the tank

is ruffled, and the

water is dimmed

HERMIT-CRAB

TRYING

rO

PERSUADE

AN

ANEMONE,

with its par-

ticles. In vain you watch for a sight of the
first blood.
Ragged scars and torn flesh
hanging in ribbons from the combatants’
sides do not send the shiver through one
they ought, for the fight is apparently a
bloodless one, and before a blood artery
is torn asunder, a clawing,>? creeping

mass

a shapeless rubble of crushed bone and
scales on to the sand.
He will on occasion clutch hold of a
lump of rock weighing half a hundredweight, drag it over the ground, and place
it before the entrance to a hole in the
rocks in which a lobster has gone to sleep
after

a

meal,

and

thus starve him until
he is weak enough
to attack and pull to
pieces. His records
for rapacity
are
inordinate. His own

progeny
around

grow
him,

and

up
in

the light of day he
rips them to pieces
with his terrible beak
and feasts on their
remains.
If a rival
worthy of fighting
comes

his way, there

is much
body and
of eyes on
both, they

other

agciswere-

puffing of
distending
the part of
clutch each

from

the end
tentacles

afar by
of their
and fib

about for hours, then,
HOW

OCTOPUS

FIGHTS

when he seesan opening, he forces on a

OCTOPUS.

grows out of the gloom, a nervous, ribbonlike arm shoots up from it, curls round
one of the fighters, drags it down, and

clutch,

like the

clapping

of hands,

and

they fight beak to beak.
The end is
always one way: one eats its way solidly

45°

FIGHTING

into the body of the other, and absorbs
him into his own
system, and what
is finally left of the conquered one is
not worth talking about.
There is, however, a more nomadic
vagrant, a fighter, too, in his way, who

SPOTTED

FISH.
will make a compact with an anemone
which has taken possession of the roof of
his shell—a compact of defence and
ailiance. The anemone will wax fat and
big and beautiful upon the result of their
united struggles with numberless enemies,

DOGFISH,

THE

ATTACKING

is not above turning over the rejected
pieces, whose house and home for the
time being is the largest whelk-shell
he can cram his shrivelled up tail and
delicate body into. The hermit-crab has
few qualities.
Anything in the way of
rascality, be it murder or rapine, he is
‘capable of taking a hand in. Often he

SCAVENGERS
A

WEAK

OF

THE

SEA,

FISH.

who ‘promise to make asufficiently satisfying meal as the result of their conquest.
If the meal, consequential

upon

defeat,

does not promise to turn out well, the
fight is cried off, the anemone curls up
into a lump upon the top of the shell, and
the hermit-crab himself retires into his
roomy fastness. They help each other in

FIGHTING
warfare, the anemone bending over the
enemy and fogging his movements, while
the deadly nipper down below shoots out

FISH.
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These, however, are not the only pickers-

the anemone finds too hard for his delicate
organisation he drops down to his hardier
companion, and so it goes on, until the
hermit - crab,
grown
gross
on _ rich
fare, becomes too big for his shell, and

up of unconsidered trifles of the ocean.
Should an unfortunate big fish grow weak,
he is scented out immediately by the wolfpacks of the ocean, the gaunt, sharklike
dogfish, and attacked on all sides by
wriggling clusters of his enemies, biting,
snapping, and tearing away in fierce
contest.
He gives up after a despairing
struggle, in which he badly wounds some

seeks

of his adversaries, who, in their turn, are set

relentlessly,

and

what

the

hermit-crab

rejects floats up top to his friend, and all

about

for

a

whelk

of

greater

proportions, whom he assiduously attacks
until he is done to death and eaten out of

A

FIGHT

his shel]. Then comes the moment
tribulation in the rascal’s life, when

UNDER

of
he
seeks in vain to persuade the trusting
anemone ‘to change shells too, and the
whilom friend and familiar tries all he
knows for days to bring about the desired
end; but the most the anemone will do is
to sletach a scrap of himself on to the new
digging, and the hermit-crab has to live a
life of protective self-reliance until his
new lodger on the roof is old enough to
take care of himself, and help him along
in the world. By this time, however, the
old friend on the old shell isnomore.
He
has missed the fattening tit-bits.

upon and share his fate.
There are many lesser

THE

lights whose

WATER.

habits are little known—the pugnacious:
lumpfish,
the gurnet, and even the
humble shrimp; but they all act as bullies.
if they get the chance, and will lord it
over big codlings with unremitting viciousness, turning them out of comfortable
corners, and

forcing their own

particular

views with unabated vigour.
Three monster pike of great weight lie
on the bottom of the sand as though
loaded with lead, and absolutely motionless. Fed on herring, they rarely go for
the roach and other fresh-water fish
surrounding them; but one daring perch

waggles his tail in derision in front of
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FISH.
rushes.

While

the part of the pike, too sudden to follow,

goldfish,

with

and

mates in his trail, gollops down the prize.
The first octopus, by-the-bye, which
was brought to the Aquarium was put in a
tank with a dogfish. The companionship
was not a happy one, for the dogfish
simply looked upon his rival as a good bit

a monster's nose.

the

perch

A sharp movement on

is no

more.

Suddenly

the monster rushes at one of his mates, and

gives him a vicious dig, apparently for
nothing.
There is a ruffling of sand, a
cloud, and when

it has

settled, the three

big brutes are in their respective quarters
again, but the aggressor is lying over a
bit on his left side, with an expression of
crue] savagery lurking about his jaws.
The little perch, in his dying struggles,
has evideutly set up his spikey back fin
and punctured the monster’s inner man,
and the pike has mistaken the cause of
his troubles, and gone for one of his own
kind, only to recognise, however, that an

indigestion
before him.

of abnormal

proportions

is

A bit of torn flesh, however,

wanders up through the water, and when
at a respectful distance from the big brutes,

CRAYFISH

CONTEMPLATING

THE

whole tribes of sticklebacks war and tussle
like mighty armies for a taste of the
dainty morsel, elbowing each other about
relentlessly with spines out, and sudden

they fight, a fine
a

harem

of a

male

hundred

of food, and worried him all over the tank,

never allowing him. to rest in one place
for two minutes together.
He snipped
off the ends of his long tentacles one by
one, and catching him as he rushed
through the water while the impetus of
motion was upon him, which rendered
him for the time being all but helpless,
he caught him ina vital part, and the
octopus sank to the bottom, a wriggling
helpless mass, with his sharp and active
foe still tugging and tearing away at him,
until he had swallowed him almost whole.

DIVISION

OF

A

DEAD

OCTOPUS.

Another nursehound, called the picked
dogfish, invaded the quarters of a congereel, and seemed rather blinded by the
turgid, slimy surroundings; yet he rushed

FIGHTIN
again and again at his opponent, who,
however, did not seem any the worse for
the vicious digs made at his slime-covered
body, but waited his chance until he got a
fair grip under the throat of the dogfish;
and when he let go an hour afterwards the

THE

one,

evidence of whose

exist-

ence remained for a whole week sticking
out of the monster’s mouth in the form of
a tail-end, until even
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crayfish.

The extraordinary quickness of

their movements, and the wonderful way in

which first one and then the other would
get the mastery out of a sudden mélée,
made it a fight of warriors. The crayfish
finally lost too many legs on one side, and

DEVILFISH.

dogfish was in a sufficiently passive condition for the conger to swallow tail first.
Another instance of swallowing whole
happened when a twenty-eight pound pike
was robbed of a dainty morsel by a lesser
light of his own species, who scaled some
eighteen pounds when first placed in the
tank. The big fellow took his smaller companion by surprise while he was in a state
of lethargy consequent upon his having to
digest his stolen meal, and gulped him down
head first. The fight was a vicious one—
in fact, one of the most protracted which
have ever taken place; but the cruel jaws
held tight, and gradually wore out the
conquered

x FISH.

that, too, followed

the digested body.
Perhaps less showy, but no less vicious,
was the enmity which forced on a fight
to the death between a lobster and a

was bowled over in his lopsided condition,

and before he could recover his balance
both his eyes were nipped off. The end
then came, when the lobster ripped off
the back shell and feasted upon his prize.
When his meal was over he buried the
remains, shell and all, in the shingle, and

slept the sleep of the just over all that was
left of the crayfish, only to wake up a day
or two after with an appetite which was no
respecter of the grave of the buried crayfish, which he dug up again and finished
off.
It is so all throughout the tanks:
peace reigns until feeding-time livens up
the pugnacious natures of the cold-blooded
denizens of the deep, and even the monster
devilfish comes out of the sulks to take in
at one gulp dead food and struggling
whiting before he settles for the night
in his gloomy, slime-covered corner; while

crayfish

sit in

division

of spoils, which,

solemn

is a dead octopus—an

conclave
in

in a

their case,

easy conquest.
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LOVE

NG

i}

and Beauty

«sat at

odds,

And Love was weeping sore;

While

Beauty frowned with

angry nods,

And made him weep the more.

“In

love, give back

my bended bow,

My little shafts of pain,
For I was never Beauty’s foe,
But slave to her disdain.”

“The

knight

you

gave was

false,” she

cried,

“Was selfish and a knave;
And bow and quiver I will hide
In some

forgotten cave.

A SONG

\.

y

OF

LOVE’S

REVENGE.

: Asa) ,
me

* No more shall arrow go on quest
To mock

atrusting

maid;

With poppies I will soothe my breast,
And

be no moré

afraid.”

“Nay, nay, sweet Beauty, pity show,

Nor curse my life alway;
Give back my shafts and bended bow,
And sorrow

“For

shall be gay.

I will plague the knavish knight

With jilts as bright as dew;

And he shall chase and lose delight,
. And

And

wed

Peauty gave the bended

bow,

And Cupid from her side did go,
she from

her disdain.

CHARLES

Af
1i

NENTS
Naa

The little shafts of pain;

And

eo
LT] mv

e
at last a shrew.”
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American

VISITOR.

is

actress’s visit has been

anticipated with so much
as that of Mrs. Fiske, who

interest

is coming

to

the

most

intellectual

America has produced.

actress

that

Minnie Maddern,

as she was called before she married Mr.
Harrison

Grey

Fiske,

the editor: of the
New York Dramatic
Mirror,
has been
years on the stage,
but she made _ her
first hit, like Miss
Achurch,
in “A
Doll’s House.” Three

years ago

she elec-

trified New York with

her Tess (dramatised
from Mr.
Hardy’s
novel).
She is a
tiny woman, with a
voice that suggests
alternately Mr.
Wilson

Sir

Barrett

Henry

and

Irving.

She deserves

notice,

if only for her plucky
effort in fighting the
theatrical
trust
of
the Frohmans, who
control no fewer than

eight theatresin New
York,

and

a

great

many more in the
different towns ‘‘ on
the road.”
MISS

MRS.

FISKE,

THE

GREAT

-AMERICAN

us with all the laurels of her success as
Becky Sharp, in the version of Thackeray’s
immortal story dramatised for her by Mr.
Langdon Mitchell, the son of Dr. Weir
Mitchell, the doctor-novelist.
Mrs. Fiske
’
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ISABEL

JAY.

Trained in Mr.
Carte’s provincial
companies—unPhoto. by Dupont, N.Y.
equalled as adramatic
ACTRESS,
school— Miss Isabel
Jay when drafted to the Savoy was perfectly
at home. She isa tall, pretty girl, and bears
asingular likeness to Miss Dorothea Baird.
She is excellent in “Trial by Jury” whenever that capital comedietta is put on.

FLASHES

FROM

THE

FOOTLIGHTS.

Photo. by Downey.
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welcome

her gorgeous aureole of burning hair long
before she went on the stage.
She made

addition to the nimble band of Savoyards,
as everyone who has seen her in “‘ The
Rose of Persia” must admit. Her delicate

her first appearance in ‘‘ The Ugly Duckling,” and figured in “ Miss Decima” (as
we called the opera “‘ Miss Helyett”).

A

Miss

Louie

NEW

SAVOYARD.

Pounds

is a very

But she had little luck till she struck
““The Heart of Maryland,” in which we
all saw her at the Adelphi (clinging
audaciously to a swinging bell, on the

curfew - must-not-toll-to-night principle).
She is extraordinarily powerful in ‘ Zaza,”
which is a very theatrical representation
of a hysterically emotional woman.
It
was translated from the French by Mr.
David

Belasco,

who

has

done

much

for

Mrs. Carter on the stage.

THE SAVOY’S €OMEDIAN.
Mr. Walter Passmore, who now occupies
the position at the Savoy which was
created

Photo. by Elliott and Fry.

MISS

LOUIE

POUNDS.

prettiness and even more delicate method
suit her peculiarly for Mr. Carte’s company, with which she was linked before by
reason
Courtice

of the fact that her brother,
Pounds,

was

the

Savoy

by Mr.

Grossmith,

has

served

many years with Mr. Carte’s forces, like
Mr. H. A. Lytton, who forms such a good
offset to him. But it was not till seven
years ago that playgoers began to notice
him, when he made us laugh over his
Tarara, the Public Exploder, in ‘‘ Utopia,

Mr.
tenor

for four years (1888-92). She inherits her
talent from her mother, Miss Mary
Courtice, who used to sing in public,
and died when Louie was only two
years old.
She made her début with
Mr. George Edwardes in “ Joan of Arc”
in 1891, but had to wait years for complete
success in ‘‘ The French Maid,” written by
Captain Basil Hood, who believes so
thoroughly in her that he has had her
introduced to the Savoy stage. She has
two sisters (the elder one, Lillie Pounds,
played with her in ‘“‘ The French Maid”)
on the stage. She once toured America in

“‘ An Artist’s Model.”
Photo. by Window

and Grove.

THE ZENITH OF ZAZA.
Another
American
actress is due
in
the person of Mrs. Leslie Carter, who is
to introduce us to “‘ Zaza,” which has had
a tremendous success in New York.
Mrs.

progress, until

he is now a first favourite

at the Savoy.

His entry is always hailed

Carter was famous in Chicago society for

with enthusiasm.

MR.

WALTER

Limited.”

PASSMORE,

OF

THE

SAVOY.

Since then he has made steady

FLASHES
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FROM

THE

rITLED ACTRESSES.
Miss Pauline Joran is Pauline Joran no
more, for she became the Baroness de
Bush in the early days of last December.

FOOTLIGHTS.

Bolton was Lady Thurlow, Harriett Mellom
became

Duchess

Farren was

of

St.

Albans,

Miss.

Lady Derby, Lavinia Fenton

and charmed us for twenty years; for she

was Duchess of Bolton, Miss Farebrother
was the wife of the Duke of Cambridge,
and Belle Bilton is Countess of Clancarty.

began life as a pianist at the age of four,

Operatic

She is quite young, yet she has amused

artists

have

been

unusually

ambitious. Giulia Grisi
was the Countess de:
Melcy, Clara Novello

Countess Gigliucci,
Alboni was Countess.
Pepoli, Balfe’s
daughter married the
Duc de Frias, and
Madame Patti has been
in turn the Marquise
de Caux and Baroness
Cederstrém.
THE
“WALKING

ENGLISH
GENTLEMAN

If America crowds us
with her unequalled
character

actors,

we

in return send her
‘walking gentlemen”;
for,
somehow
or
other, the native-born
American wears a

. Photo. by Ellis.

MISS

PAULINE

JORAN,

NOW

THE

BARONESS

developed into a violinist, and came out as
a singer with the Carl Rosa Company in
the early ‘nineties. And now she has increased her already large réle by entering
into matrimony, and that, too, with atitle.

She is only one of a
who have done
Robinson became
Louisa Brunton was

long line of actresses
likewise.
Anastasia
Lady Peterborough,
Lady Craven, Mary

DE

BUSH.

been

frock-coat not immaculately.
The names.
of the smart young
men
we have sent
across would fill many
columns of this magazine.
Suffice it to
say that one of the
most recent additions
to the Frohman forces
is Mr. Reeves Smith,
who, though he looks.
so young, has really

two-and-twenty

years on the stage ;

though the best thing he has_ ever
done—the doubled part in ‘“‘A Brace of
Partridges”—fell to him only the other
year.
He is the brother of Miss Kate
Tyndall, who

has. been

asking audiences

at the music-halls recently to ‘‘ Pay! pay!
pay!” His brother is a well-known hotelmanager in town.

TFIIFLED

COLONIALS.

By CECIL

DE

Be is curious that though one hears a
great deal of American women in

London society, one seldom or never
hears anything of their Colonial rivals. I
wish I could think it was because Imper alism has made
such strides
that a girl born
in Australia or
Canada was

THIERRY.

herself with her sisters in this country is
not the only reason why she is almost
unknown to the general public.
The
Colonial heiress is an uncertain quantity,
and

it is as

an

heiress

that

the Trans-

atlantic girl
looms large on
the
social
horizon.
The
Australian

or

regarded in
the same light
as
if she
were born in
England. But
when
the
Colonies
are
included
in
that vague
region known

the Canadian
has the same
marked
aver-

as

“ abroad,”

he isnot, there-

and the people
thereof described as

fore, regarded
as fair game
by the newspaper critic
and _irrespon-

sion

should be a
very rich man

“foreigners,”

no such fond
delusion
is
possible. It is
true,

sible
interviewer.
On

however,

VISCOUNTESS

that the Colonial varies little from the English original.
Hence she is quickly at home in the

Mother Country, which is not the case with
the American,

to a dis-

play of his
wealth that the
Englishman
has.
If he

whose

social

ideas,

modes

of thought, and habits of life are different
from our own.
As a great actress once
observed, the Colonial is a happy mean
between the English and American girl,
not so reserved as the one or so free and
outspoken as the other.
The readiness with which she identifies

WOLSELFY

to live in peace,

the
he

contrary,
is allowed

like any other citizen.

And so the amount of his fortune, or how
he made it, or how he spends it, or what
he intends to do with it, are not matters of

public notoriety.
His money is his own
until he is done with it, not the property
of his daughters with an eye to a title.
Moreover, the eldest son, as in England, is

generally looked upon as his father’s heir.
Therefore, a great Colonial heiress is rare,

and as yet has never figured in London as
401
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COLONIALS.

such. At home she is regarded as the
daughter of her parents, and is as little
known to the local Press as she is to the
London correspondent.
Alist of heiresses
published with the amount of their fortunes
is an unheard-of atrocity against good taste.
It is only in democracies that they do such

have too great an idea of her own importance.

She is domestic in her tastes, fond

of the country and of outdoor sports,
a daring rider, and has no more of the

things.
.
Then supposing the girl is an Australian,
unless her family is settled in England
she can visit the capital only at intervals,
whereas the American girl can pay it a
yearly visit without any trouble.
The
Colonial father and husband, too, are very

different from the long-suffering father
and husband in the United States. They
are actually so far behind the times and
so selfish as to regard their wives and
daughters in the light of possessions, and
to expect numerous duties which are distinctly old-fashioned.
In the same way
they would no more allow their womenfolk
to wander over Europe while they were
at home working to find the means to pay
for it, than their British prototype.
In

THE

HON.

MRS.

BLIGH.

feverish energy and necessity forexcitement,
which are so characteristic of the American,
than the Englishwoman.
She is, however,
not yet known in London or Paris asa
social light, the Countess of Huntingdon
and Mrs. D'Arcy perhaps excepted. This.
is the more remarkable when it is remembered that she is as pretty, clever,
vivacious, and well dressed as the American,

whose lavish entertainments are familiar in
every capital of Europe.
The reason, in
addition to those already touched on, lies
on the surface.
In the United States the
political field is largely occupied by the
“boss” and the Irish agitator; the Civil
Service dominated by the “‘ spoils” system ;
and the importance of the army and navy
dwarfed by the pretensions of the millionaire;

THE

HON.

LADY

therefore

social

distinction

FREMANTLE.

social success at her fingers’ ends.

the Colonies a girl is the daughter of her
father;

in the

United

States

he

is too

often merely the father of his daughter.
, Therefore

the former

is not

is the

only outlet for a woman’s ambition outside
the literary and artistic arena.
That it is
recognised by the great mass of the
people is proved by the American girl’s
education, which turns her out with every
quality and accomplishment necessary to

allowed

to

Hence,

up to a certain point, she has no superior.
Where she fails is in individuality, depth of
insight, intellectual weight, and self-abnegation. In short, she is superficial. And
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so we have no American Lady Blessington,
Lady Beaconsfield, or Lady Salisbury.
Neither have we any American Aspasias,
Madame

de

Staéls,

or

Madame

two who
who

have
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are

dowager

courtesy

peeresses;

titles;

are the wives of baronets;

thirty

nineteen

who

eighteen who

Réca-

miers. In the Colonies the official and
political
world
absorbs
women
of
ambition. A man is valued not so much
for his wealth as for his birth and social
position. Hence society is less shallow,
less extravagant, and less amusing than it
is in the United States.
There is an idea abroad in the land, on
what grounds it would be difficult to say,

that the peerage
As a matter

is being Americanised.

of fact, there are only nine

peers with American wives. As there are
also six dowager peeresses, the total
number of Transatlantic brides brought to
this country by English peers is fifteen.
In round numbers, there are eighty titled
Americans of all grades, and as the titled
classes number

about

twelve thousand, it

can readily be seen how small the foreign
element really is. It will surprise most
people to learn, too, that Colonial women

Photo. by Alice Hughes.

of title outnumber Americans by thirteen.
Thereare nine Colonials who are peeresses;

THE

COUNTESS

OF

HUNTINGDON.

are the wives of knights. Of these ladies
only a few are the daughters of millionaires, and nearly all of them were wooed
and

won

in their own

homes.

Indeed,

many of them never saw England until
they came to it as brides.
Most of them
are the daughters of distinguished Colonial
politicians, soldiers, lawyers, doctors, and
landowners, and their husbands are better

known in connection with the work of
the Empire than they are with the social
world of London.
As well known in English as she is in
Irish society is Viscountess Wolseley, wife
1.of the Commander-in-Chief of the British
Army.
She is a Canadian, daughter of Mr.
A. Erskine, of Ottawa, and a beautiful and

Photo.
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by Alice Hughes.

HOUSTON-BOSWALL.

accomplished woman.
Her literary and
artistic tastes have been highly cultivated,
as everyone knows who has had the
privilege of visiting her house in Eaton
Square, and as an organiser she is in her
element.
The Gainsborough, Romney,
and Reynolds ball she gave at the Royal
Hospital will not soon be forgotten in
Dublin,

and

she

and

her

daughter,

the
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Hon. Frances Wolseley, are indefatigable
in philanthropic and educational work in
connection with the Army.
As an entertainer, Lady Wolseley has the rare gift of
bringing the right people together, particularly at her luncheon-parties, at which
she arranges her guests round small tables.
Her only daughter is a fine horsewoman,
and highly accomplished.
She is also her
father’s heiress, as by special remainder
the Viscounty of Wolseley goesin the female
line.
In time,

drew upon Canada for voyageurs to help
him in the ascent of the Nile, for none
knew better than he how trustworthy and
valuable their services could be. Far up
the most wonderful river in the world he
first met these boatmen. They heard he
was coming past their camp in atrain,
and to do him honour they lit a bonfire
and sang one of the Canadian songs
which he had often heard on the portages
of the Winnipeg River. This picturesque

therefore, she will

be ‘a peeress in
her own
right.
Lord
Wolseley
met
his wife
when he was in
Canada at the
time of the
Fenian Raid and
Trent affairs. So
high was he in
popular
esteem
that, in spite of
Sir George
Cartier’s preference for Colonel

‘

poet—
Thy

ancient dreams
Are mixed with far
Canadian fields
And
murmur
of
Canadian streams.

As might be
expected, Lord
Wolseley’s house
is a perfect
museum of the
beautiful and
curious collected
in many lands.
India,
Burma,

every

student
of
Canadian history
knows, was brilliantly successful.
LADY DE
Stories of his
leading forlorn
hopes and of his gallantry in Burma,
India, and the Crimea were told in every
tent and round every camp fire, and in
some cases exaggerated,
as only a
Canadian Volunteer can exaggerate. For,
at a parade, a Yankee in the crowd
looking on pointed out Colonel Wolseley
to a friend, with the remark: “‘Do you
see that officer over thar with the cocked
hat?
Wall!
that’s the commanding
officer; and they tell me that he has so
many bullets in him that if you’d shake
him he’d rattle!”
In the Soudan Campaign, Lord Wolseley

Canadian

secret yields
Before us; thy most

Robertson - Ross,

as

is thus
in the
of
a

O mystic Nile!

he was chosen to
command the Red
River Expedition,
which,

incident
recorded
verse

China,
Canada,

Cyprus,
Coast,

Gold
South

Africa— he

has

‘trophies from
them all. Alittle

BLAQUIERE.

while
ago
the
Queen offered to Lord and Lady Wolseley
the apartments in Hampton Court Palace
formerly occupied by Princess Frederica of
Hanover.
It is understood that the actual
bestowal is upon Lady Wolseley, who is
to have the use of them for her life.
The Hon. Lady Fremantle is the
daughter

of the

Hon.

R.

M.

Isaacs, a

brilliant member of the Sydney Bar. He
was at one time Solicitor-General of New
South

Wales,

Australia,

and

Chief

before

Justice

he

of

settled

in

Antigua.

Lady Fremantle,
who
was
born
in
England, has therefore the vivacity of a
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‘Colonial as well as some of the restful
charm of an Englishwoman.
She is
beautiful, an excellent linguist who has
kept up her acquaintance with the languages she knows, and takes a keen
interest in philanthropic work, especially
in connection with hospitals. Her husband
is Admiral the Hon. Sir E. Fremantle,
K.C.B., brother of Lord Cottesloe.
He
Commander-in-Chief on the China
was
Station from 1892 to 1895, and until June
was Commander-in-Chief at Devonport.
Lady Charles Scott comes of a well-
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Heights,

Mount Macedon, is one
described
in ** Oceana.”
husband, Lord Charles Scott, a

places

of the
Her
brother

known Victorian family. Her brother, who
was the only Englishman in Erzeroum
during the Russo-Turkish War, played a
significant part in its defence, and a few
years ago wrote a most interesting book
of reminiscences of that eventful time.
Her sister, Mrs. Rowan, is the clever
Australian flower-painter, who
not long

LADY

CLARKE.

of the Duke of Buccleuch, has had a
distinguished career in the Navy, is a
C.B., and from 1889 to 1892 was Com-

mander-in-Chief of the Australian Station.
Lord
Carrington’s
brother, the Hon.
Rupert

Carington,

is one

of

the

few

titled Englishmen married to a Colonial,
who is, also, a great heiress. She is the
daughter of one of the largest landowners
in the world.
Her husband met her
in Sydney when he was A.D.C. to his
brother, one of the most popular Governors
who ever represented his Sovereign. The
Earl of Lindsey is another nobleman who
won a bride while one of Lord Carrington’s
staff.

Phow. by ahumsou.

LADY

ago

had

an

in London.

JEPHSON.

exhibition
Her

father

of
was

her
one

pictures
of the

late Mr. Froude’s hosts during his visit to
Victoria, and his beautiful home, Derriweit

As Lord Bertie he married, in 1890,

the eldest
Another
Darnley’s
Mrs. Ivo

daughter of Dr. Cox, of Sydney.
Australian in England is Lord
beautiful sister-in-law, the Hon.
Bligh. She has literary tastes,

and in collaboration with Mr. Hodgson,
has written a novel, which will be published
early in the year.
It is her maiden effort.

Probably the best-known Colonial in
London society is the young and pretty
Countess of Huntingdon.
Like most
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Australians she is bright and vivacious,
a daring horsewoman, and is always well
dressed.
Both in Leicestershire, where
Lord

Huntingdon

has

a

place,

and

Hughenden Manor, and member for Portsmouth from 1886 to 1892.

Her husband’s

family is one of the oldest in England,

in

Ireland, she is a familiar figure in the
hunting-field.
Round about Sharavogue,
the family seat, she is very popular,
and greatly beloved by the warm-hearted
peasants on her husband’s estates.
For
some

years

past

cotillions

which

brothers

at

the

balls,

dances,

she has given

10, Grosvenor

and

with her

Square,

the

town-house occupied by the late Sir
Samuel
Wilson,
have been brilliantly
successful.
During the past season she
was not seen in London, having started
on a tour round the world with her
husband and brothers, a journey which
came to an abrupt end owing to Lord
Huntingdon’s health. She is the second
daughter

of

Sir

Samuel

Wilson,

squatter-millionaire and munificent patron
of Melbourne

University,

the

tenant

LADY

the
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tracing its descent
from Robert de
Hastings, Steward to the Conqueror. The
family name is taken from the historic
field on which the Saxon Harold fell
before

the

Norman

William,

and

at all

periods of English history there have
been distinguished scions of this house.
Lady Huntingdon’s brother is the husband of one of the smartest women in
English society, Lady Sarah, youngest
daughter
of the seventh
Duke
of
Marlborough. Another young and pretty
Australian peeress is Lady Trimlestown.
Sir William Ingram, managing director
of the Z/lustrated London News, the Sketch.
and other well-known journals, is married

to a daughter of the late Hon. Edward
Stirling, M.L.C., a distinguished South

Australian.
She is a charming hostess,
at whose house may be met the literary
and social lights of two hemispheres.
Unlike many other Colonials who live in
England, Lady Ingram never forgets that
she is an Englishwoman born and bred in
the Colonies, a circumstance which

LADY

INGRAM.

lends

a certain piquancy to her conversation.
Besides Lady Wolseley, there are many
Canadians with titled husbands.
One of
the most beautiful is Viscountess Dillon,
whose grace, tact, and social charm we
associate with the ancien régime, when
manners were
considered
more
than
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wealth, which is hardly the case in these
days. A pretty and fascinating French

financially
From Sir John Macdonald’s
letters, published in the Life written by

Canadian

his secretary, Mr. Pope, it is clear that it

is Lady

de

Blaquiere,

whose

husband lived in Canada many years
before he inherited the title.
Another
beautiful and clever Canadian is Lady
Jephson, wife of Sir Alfred Jephson, R.N.
She is a Lady of Grace of St. John of
Jerusalem, one of the oldest Orders in the
world, a delightful hostess, and an artist
of some distinction. But perhaps the best
known of all Canada’s daughters this side
the water

is tall, handsome,

Lady Clarke,
whose husband,

Sir

and

stately

was to Sir John Rose he entrusted many
of the delicate negotiations connected with
the most critical period of the history of
British North Amernca.
Socially, he was
perhaps the most successful Colonial who
ever figured in English society.
His
second wife was the beautiful Julia,
Marchioness of Tweeddale.
Lady Clarke
has three pretty daughters, two of whom are
married. The eldest is a lovely woman,
a portrait of
whom, by Luke
Fildes, attracted a great
deal of attention at the
RoyalAcademy
of the year.
Lady Clarke,
like
Lady
Wolseley and
Lady
F re-

Stanley Clarke,
is Equerry to
the Prince of
Wales and
Private Secretary
to the
Princess
of
Wales.
From
both sides of
the house she
mantle,
has
inherits grace
followed her
and wit. Her
husband round
mother wasdethe world. She
scended from
says herself
a member of
that since her
the Temple
marriage
she
family
who
has never lived
was Governor
more than twoof one of the
years in the
Northern
same house,
States in the
though it is
LADY MUSGRAVE.
days before tea
hard to believe
was flung overboard into Boston Harbour
it when one looks round her beautiful
and Washington took up arms against his home in Eaton Square.
Lady Clarke’s
Sovereign.
She was one of the wittiest
greatest
charm
lies in manner
and
women of her day, as well as one of the
intellect, and the photograph we reproduce,
brightest and cheeriest.
Lady Clarke’s
though the best available, does her less
father was 2 member of the great banking
than justice. Lady Houston-Boswall is the
house of Morton, Rose, and Co., Sir John
daughter of another well-known Canadian,
Rose, whose handsome presence, courtly
Sir Hugh Allan, head of the Allan Line
manners, and personal fascination were
Steam-ship Company, and the Dowager
even
better
appreciated
in London
Countess Albemarle is a daughter of Sir
than they were in Ottawa.
He was a Allan Macnab.
Lady Middleton,
like
most intimate friend of Canada’s “‘ Grand
Lady de Blaquiere, is a French Canadian,
and the widow of General Sir Frederick
Old Man,” and though he was never the
Middleton, who was for a time Commander
Dominion’s Agent-General, he was always
of the Forces in the Dominion, and at his.
her real representative, politically and
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death Keeper of the Crown Jewels in the
‘Tower of London.
Lady Northcote is
‘the adopted daughter of Lord Mount‘Stephen, one of Canada’s grand old men.

1876 Elise Agnes, daughter of Alexander
Walker, of Montreal, Canada.
One
of the most romantic

in the

Peerage

stories

is that connected

with

Her husband,
the Hon. H. Stafford
Northcote, has had a distinguished political

and diplomatic career. Early in the year
he will take up the duties of Governor of
Bombay, at the present time avery difficult
-and onerous position. Lady Musgrave is
‘the wife of Sir Richard Musgrave, Bart.,
-of Tourin, Co. Waterford, who was born
in 1850, and married in 1891 Jessie
Sophia, daughter of the Hon. R. Dunsmuir,
of Victoria, British Columbia.
The Hon.
Mrs. Victor Stanley is the wife of the

‘second son of the present Earl of Derby.
The Queen stood sponsor for him at his

baptism in 1867; he is in the Royal Navy,
and he married in 1896 Annie Bickerton,
daughter of the Hon. C. Pooley, Q.C.,
President of the Council of the British
‘Columbia Cabinet.
Lady Glen-Coats is
Photo. by Alice Hughes
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the young Earl
of the Grants.
to New Zealand
and married there
Evans,

who

Carbery.
was

Colonial.
the title,

of Seafield,
His father
nearly thirty
the daughter

was

The

associated

present

’ in Oamaru, where

and

GLEN-COATs.

with

Lord

was

born

the family had settled,

educated
His
but

peer

the chiet
emigrated
years ago,
of Major

as

an_

ordinary

father,
who
inherited
not the estates,
only

lived a few months after the death of the
tenth Earl, leaving his son, the present
peer, a mere lad.
Unfortunately, the
entail being broken, the eighth Earl
bequeathed the Seafield estates to his
mother, so that the chief of the House

of

Grant is landless. The estates consist of
about thirty thousand acres in Morayshire,
Elgin, and Inverness-shire, with a rent-roll
of £78,227 a year, and three country
houses—Balmacaan,
Photo. by Alice Hughes

THE

HON.

MRS.

VICTOR

STANLEY.

of late years
‘the wife of Sir Thomas Glen-Coats, of
Ferguslie, Park Abbey, Renfrewshire, who

as fifty-three years old, and married

Castle

Grant,

and

Cullen House.
The first is one of the
finest shooting-places in Scotland, rented

in

by Mr

Bradley Martin, an

American millionaire. The Earl of Seafield lately married the daughter of Dr.
Townend, of Christchurch, New Zealand.

THE VENGEANCE OF JOHN TRESCOTT.
By WALTER

HETHER men may say of it that
it was well done or ill I know
not nor

care, but this

I know, that were

I to stand face to face with the same
problem beneath the blue of God’s sky
as I stood that night in June, I would do
the same—ay, if 1 were to die a thousand
times for it. For I hold that a man who
hath no hate in him is ‘never a man, and
that there be some matters which can
have no issue but by way of passion. As
to what I did, Iam

beholden

to none but

to my God and to my own self. For the
thoughts of men I care not. Never have
I ordered my ways for their good words,
never have I strayed from my purpose for
fear of their chiding. Yet it is well that
I should write clearly and calmly of these
matters, so that those who bear my name
may point to the wrong that got me by

the heart in justification of my deed.
To

be short, I, John William

Trescott,

do come of a good family. For centuries
we Trescotts have lived on the border
moor which lies betwixt the counties of
Devon and Cornwall.
From the good
salt air that cometh up fresh and broad
from the sleepless Atlantic
we
have
breathed in faith in ourselves and an
honest understanding with God.
Loyal
men and true have we been, as the record
of the bloody wars of the Stuarts will
declare.
Loyal men and true, yet no
courtiers, sturdy in our independence, and
counting our manhood the greatest of our
possessions.
What we have done for the
Crown we have done cheerfully and
willingly, and are content

that it was so.

There have been some of us who have
voyaged afar, and have served our country
in divers lands, but we are mostly of a

E, GROGAN.

homely cast, and love the broad
the moorland as our lives. In
Acre of God which lies under
of Lydford Church can be read

purple of
the sunny
the shelter
the record

of the lives of many Trescotts.
I came into the world when the century

was yet young, and men looked anxiously
seawards for the coming of Bonaparte.
The seas then were often white with thesails of ships, and men’s hearts were stout,
for danger to country doth ever stiffen:
men’s courage.
By the will of God, I lost
both .father

and

mother full soon,

even

before the hair had grown on

my upper

lip.

none,

Brother

or sister

I had

for

which I do now thank God.
Then it
seemed hard to me, yet in the midst of
my sorrow I held some pride that I should.
be the shaper of my own life and be
beholden to none.
In the matter of worldly goods I was.
fair content, owning many broad acres.
and a house set in the hollow of a hill
which caught the evening sun, and smiled
a welcome to me as I passed homewards-.
with the day’s work behind me. When the
sorrows of my bereavement passed I envied
no man, and with the dawning of peace
and a quiet country happed on a joyous.

life. The breath of the country was as
incense to my nostrils, and I was proud of
my land, my family, and my home.
In all
truth my home was none too luxurious, and
could vie in no way with the houses of the
Courtenays, or the Carews, or any such
noble family; but a man’s home is.
dear to him,

however

plain, and for that

same matter Hurtlington Manor was dear
tome.
It stood solid and square, with a
kindly look upon its grey granite face. In
its walls my forefathers had lived and died,
469
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and through its yawning doorway had been

carried to the ‘little churchyard.

So I

loved the old place, its dark oak wainscotting,

smoke

its low

of

roofs

years,

blackened

and,

with

above

all,

the

its

memories.
Thus I passed from boyhood into manhood, growing stout in the clean air and
living in peace and goodwill with my
neighbours.
We Trescotts were all big
men, and I did them no _ disfavour.
Handsome

we

were

not, but there

were

some who found pleasure in our homely
features, for they bore the stamp of our
lives, which, through the mercy of God
and the teaching of the moors, were for
the most part honest.
In this I seek no
praise,

for a man’s

soul

must

be mean

indeed not to feel the blessedness of the
cool west wind and make sturdily for truth
and honesty.
For it seems to me God
favours some of us by planting us in the
midst of the largeness and the beauty of
His creation, where a man must needs learn

the grandeur and the smallness of life and
be strengthened with a strong humility.
By such pleasant life 1 came to the age
of twenty-seven unwed.
There were few
in the two counties who were my match in
bodily strength, which is no idle boast but
common report. Yet, when my twentyseventh birthday came, and I sat alone in
the little oak room which gave on to the
terrace, I felt sad.

I was the last of the

elder branch of my family, and it came to
me that it would be good to have a wife
and children, so that the old name should
not die out in Lydford.

JOHN

TRESCOTT.

“Twenty-seven years have I lived,
Harry, and I know of no one | would wish
for a wife.”
Yet the next day I met her, and from
that day onwards the course of my life was
changed, as the course of a brook that
glances aside to wander by the foot of a
young birch.
She was very fair to look upon, but when
I saw her eyes I took no more account of
aught else.
There be some who hold
that the eyes are the index of a woman’s
soul, and I, who have looked into the
blue of Kitty Kerten’s, know that they

speak truth.
I was wearied with a long tramp over the
swelling hills, new green with the spring,
when I came on her. With me I had
two of my dogs—a spaniel and a setter—
and, for so little are the haps which make
our lives, it was to them that I was —
beholden for my acquaintance with the

woman who fashioned my life as she
might have fashioned a lump of wet clay.
I am no fine writer that I can picture
her with words, but I hold her graven
upon my heart, as she stood that day in
the dip of the meadow. My dogs, inquisitive brutes, gave tongue as they capped
the head of the field and came upon her
standing below;

and

I, but a few paces

behind them, was in full time to see her
turn, startled at the sudden clamour.
was clad in some grey shimmering

She
stuff,
which caught the glow of the drooping
sun.
Her head was bare, and her dark
hair was in disarray.
Her eyes were
luminous

with

tears,

and

her

face

was

Harry Pendacott, the old friend and— stained with grief.
servant of my father, who, with his wife
Jane, did order the affairs of my household, came

in to me

as was

his wont, to

smoke a pipe before the wood fire which
crackled in the open grate.
Years of
faithful service had made

him more friend

than dependant, and, as is the wont with
such, he made small bones of tendering
me advice, whether I would or no.
“‘ Nay, Master John, it bean’t wise fur to
live aloane.
Thee must be lookin’ out fur
a maid,” he said, with the broad open
vowels of the West, which are like a breath
of western wind.

I stood for a moment
dumbfounded, and my dogs went to her
with some show of curiosity.
“They will not hurt you!” I cried,
following them.
“T

thank

you—I

am

not

afraid,” she

answered.
I longed to ask her what her grief was,
but dared not, for she was not the woman

with whom to be curious.
She stood
silent, looking at me with a simple dignity
that got into my heart, and made it ache
as it had. not ached, since.I heard the

patter of the clods, upon,
coffin.

.my, mother’s
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“They are good dogs,” I said, wondering for words to break the silence. ‘‘ Flirt!

Farmer!
Heel!”
The dogs slunk obediently behind
and I rested on the barrel of my gun.

me,

JOHN

TRESCOTT.
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grief sobered me as the loneliness of the
moors will sobera man.
It was as though
I had rubbed shoulders with a sacred
thing.
I went home with that feeling ,
strong upon me, and the dogs followed

‘*T am not afraid,”

she said again, and
then added under her
breath, ‘‘God knows
dogs are kinder to
women than men.”
I knew not what to
say to this, unwitting
whether
she
had
meant me to hear
the murmured words
orno.
It seemed to
me that some deep
sorrow had sent her
wits a-straying.
“You
have lost
your way ?”
““Yes—and shall
never find it again.”
The
sun
dropped
beneath the earth,
and the grey stole
over the hills. I may
never tell. of the
hopelessness of her
voice —it was like
the low cry of a
curlew on a windy
moor.
“Possibly I can
direct you? I have
lived here all my
life.
My name is
Trescott.”
She looked up with
a sad smile.
“Yes, I know.

N

“ill

I

spoke unthinkingly.
I am staying in Lydford. I can find the
“Nay, Master Fohn, it bean’t wise fur to live aloane.”
path over yonder.”
‘“*At least I can see you home.
It is with drooping tails. I was wont to whistle
growing dusk, and I wot the way is none
on the homeward way, but that night I
of the easiest to find to a stranger.”
was mute, and I gave no cheery call as I
“No,” she answered gravely, ‘I must
passed through the gates and up the drive
go alone.”
to my house. Whereat honest Pendacott
I made no demur, but watched her pass
was puzzled.
into the greyness of the evening.
Her
“Hast thee sin a wraith, master?” he
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and

bag—for
rabbits.

I had knocked over four or five

.

Eaary.”

Shy,

1

made

answer,

“a

wraith verily.”
‘* Thee looks whisht,” he said anxiously.
To which I made no reply, but got me to
my room to think.
I reasoned not with myself whether I
were in love orno.
I knew thatI counted
my life as naught save in such way as it
might be of service to her. Yet I knew
not the woman, nor her name, nor even
the cause of her sorrow. Who she was
and what had been her life before I met
her in the dip of the meadow were to me
sealed books.
Yet in the heart of me
grew up a grave strong pity for her, and
as I remembered the look of her tearful

eyes and the white strained look of her
face, I grew sad.

My dinner, which was served in the old
oak

room,

seemed

to me

tasteless, yet I

have no doubt that Mrs. Pendacott’s skill
had lacked nothing in the making of it.
A sad face got between me and my plate
as I ate, and for the life of me I could but
play a sorry part at the eating. When all
was done, I lit a pipe and went out into
the starry night.
I passed through the yard and so into
the high-road.
I do not think that I had
any set purpose in my walk, but my footsteps took me into the village of Lydford,
and then I remembered that she had told
me that she was living there. As I passed
a cottage standing a little back from the
road, on

the left as one

passes down

it

from my place, I thought I heard a sound
as of a woman sobbing.
I lingered a
moment in the road, gazing at the windows
in the hope of catching some glimpse
of her. Someone passed me and turned,
regarding me curiously, and for very
shame I was constrained to continue my
walk.
I stopped at the sign of the Dun Cow
to drink a jug of Master Easterbrook’s
cider. I was little given to calling at his
house at night, and my visit was hailed
with some show of curiosity. There were
some half-dozen men in the best parlour.
The room reeked of tobacco-smoke.
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I nodded to the men whom I knew and’
called for my jug of cider. Then I sat
me down by the square table over by
the diamond-paned window, opening the
casement and letting in some of the free
air.
‘“‘The weather holds up tidily, Squire,’
said Jack Crispin, the horse-doctor, whom

[ liked not for his foul language and his.
manner towards the wenches of the village.
He was a man of strength and a violent
temper, and was beholden to me for six
days at the county jail for half killing one
of my

labourers

some

this I knew he bore

while

me

back.

For

malice, yet was

he not able to show it openly, for I was
the Squire and a magistrate to boot.
So
he spoke me civilly, and I made him some
answer, and turned to the window, whence

I could catch some glimpse of the starry
sky.
The men, seeing that I was in no mood
for

conversation,

continued

their

dis-

cussion, to which I gave little heed until
I heard Jack’s rough voice. Then I strained
my ears and forgot the starry sky.
“Ay, she’s fair enough—they all be.

Men like Sir Jasper Grenill favour them of
comely appearance.”
“They say she be in a poor way, Mr.
Crispin.
She be cryin’ an’ cryin’, an’
a-wanderin’ all alone like.” I knew the
speaker, a yeoman farmer who lived hard
by Okehampton.
His voice was rough,
but it was not without some tenderness.
My heart told me they were talking of
her—the woman with the sorrow. And
Sir Jasper—what had Sir Jasper to do with
her?

I knew him for a mean

shuddered.

Then

the

hound, and

memory

of her

words came to me with a stab—‘ Dogs
are kinder to women than men.”

‘* Sir Jasper tires of her, maybe,” Crispin
went on. “ He has a roving fancy, and
when one wench is won—well, his fancy
strays again.”
‘** And what of the wench ?”
‘*She has a week or a month of crying
and making believe that she’s all for
dying, and then prays Heaven for a new
lover with more brass.”
“She do seem more than ordinary, Mr.
Crispin. I doubt not she be a lady ?”
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“Ay, she’s Kitty Kerten, daughter to
the passon of South Zeal, all as scornful
and as haughty as the highest in the land,

to be queer-tempered,

and, after all, only a

began, but with that I caught him a blow

I had started
round
me.

up.

The

room

swam

I hit
«the
table with
my fist right
soundly,
until
the
glasses
jingled, and
from one or
two
the
liquor lopped
over and ran
in little
streams over
the polished
surface.
All the

huddled _together
in
fear. I said
no word to
them
nor
they to me,
but I held
them in contempt for the
part they
played.
To
stand by and
hear
a

with his glass
before him.
‘*It’sa lie,

Crispin; a
treacherous
lie!” I cried.
** Steady,”
he
said.
“IT was saying nothing

woman’s

character
taken
from
her by the
idle words of
a sneering

you,

Squire.

What ’s the
wench got
to do with
you?”
Ee em
lie—unsay
I made

I watched her pass into

answer.
It
was foolish of me to stand bandying
words in a pot-house, but my brain

reeled, and I only knew that this man,
Crispin, was traducing the woman who
was more to me than aught else on
earth.
He had enough liquor in him
No. 197.

him senseless
on the floor.
The others
made
way

hounds, who

men _ stared

it!”

of my fist that stretched

” he

for me
as
I strode
angrily to
the door. I
looked back
at them—a
ring
of whitefaced craven

at me, one
man pausing openmouthed

to

and he looked at

me evilly.
“If you are after consoling her

February

1900

man is one
matter I cannot-understand in a
man—nay,
nor pardon.
When
I
got me out
into the quiet
the greyness of the evening.
of the night
my heart
grew faint, for I remembered the words
of the man Crispin, and doubted not
that he had spoken truly. Yet wondered

I at it greatly, for her face had not been
the face of a bad woman, and her sorrow
was not the sorrow of one who had
It
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lost mere worldly betterment.
I passed
the cottage whichI held to be hers, but
there was no glimmer of light, so I
paused no longer than might serve me
to wonder at the peace of the night

which lay over the strife of the wild heart
that had come to Lydford. Being in no
humour to rest, I turned down by the
right, passing an old mill, and then struck
across the fields where the grass was growing rank, and the sweet scents of the
earth stole out upon the air. As chance
would have it,I lit upon the woman.
I
could but see her shadowed form, yet I
knew that it was she. She stood against
an open gate which gave into another
field.

That

much

I could

make

out, for

the starshine was better than no light. I
quickened my steps, and then I heard her
speak, and I knew that someone

must

be

beyond in the shadow.
I am no eavesdropper, but I could not
help but hear her words, for the night was
still and her voice clear.
“‘Jasper, Jasper,” she said, “I have
loved you with all the strength of a
woman’s heart, I have trusted you with
all the strength of a woman's love. We
are alone here, you and I, underneath

God’s sky. What of the promise that you
gave me?
Three long months have I
lived in shame—and yet not all shame, for
I love you; you can never know the love
that I hold here for you.” I have no
doubt that she put her hand over her
heart, but the night was none too light
and I could not see.
You

have

grown fretful, your smiles have gone

“Kitty,

Kitty, have

done!

r

I knew his voice.
I had heard it often,
for we met at Quarter Sessions.

“Smiles!” she caught up his words.
“Can I smile when I think of my father?
He used to be proud of me once.
He
cursed

my

name,

they

say,

when

Why did you come, Jasper? Why did
you teach me to love you?”
*“* You were apt in learning, Kitty.” My
blood boiled at his tone. Neither had
heard the swish of my tread in the grass,
and when I drew close to them I cared
not to move further, and half bethought
, me of turning back; but it seemed to me
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that she might require my aid, so I
hid me in the shadow of a beech-tree
which stood out some twenty. yards from
the hedge.
“* Ay, asa woman is apt when her heart
teaches.
O Jasper, Jasper, remember
your promise! You swore to me that
I should be your wedded wife, and I—
how was I to know then that men keep
not to their words? And now i have the
shame, always the shame, and you treat
me ill, Jasper, leaving me alone when I
would fain have you.
You cannot know
what it is to be alone with shame, to walk

the streets and the fields fearing to meet
those who smile scornfully at you, to see
the dear children fresh from the lap of
God, and to know that between

them

and

their innocence is set
~
She broke off there crying, with a hopeless catch in her voice that set me longing
to put my hands upon Sir Jasper.
‘“* Have done,” he made answer.

should

‘‘ You

have thought of all that before.

Come, come, Kitty, don’t

as you were
bright times
that I love
smile.”
“And you
plucking up

cry.

Be merry

of yore, and there shall be
before us yet. I have a mind
you even yet
— when you

will marry me?” she asked,
her head from her hands.

“Nay, that I cannot.”

‘*But you must, you must!” she cried
wildly. ‘‘ Don’t you understand, Jasper ?
You must!”
I saw her white hands go
out and catch him by the coat, and draw
his head down until she could whisper in
his ear. What news it was I could guess,
and my hand clenched the ash-stick I
carried until my nails were dug into my
flesh.
He started and then laughed.
“It

is impossible, Kitty,” he said, and

made as though to move away.
She gave a little cry as a startled bird
might, and caught at him again. How it
was I know not, but she fell and fell right
heavily. In the dimness of the night it
seemed to me that he struck her.
It
might have been that in wrenching himself free from her grasp he caused her to
stumble.

Thus

did he swear, and she—

she even said the same.

Yet do I know
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head, and that it had no stain of the earth.

I was ever impetuous, and I sprang out
from the shadow of my tree and confronted
Sir Jasper. I stood so near him that |
marked well his start of surprise, and
could almost feel his breath upon my chin.
“Hold!” I said. ‘We Lydford men
are not willing
see
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forward,

women

a

You are

coward,

Jasper,

°

Sir

for

I

a

,

~

him,

ty

have

little occasion to

brave, and feared
no show of odds,

4

Ty

Ch

Z

rds
4

y
S

YSYhe
je

is

back,

John
is it

you?” he asked
scornfully.
“Ay,
John
I

her

dress

was in some disarray,

and _ her

hair, dragged
back from her
forehead by the
slipping of the
hood,

however great.

Trescott,”

/;

hood
of her
mantle had fallen

Shh
ls

Yf uy
tT

love Sir Jasper,
yet do I bear
witness that the
man
was
ever

“Ah,
‘Trescott,

oo

could

do naught but
gaze at her. The

‘

a

yet did he not
flinch.

FTN

LA

: 1A
144

-

‘

I stood full six

inches over

for us, we

all

your birth!”
f

and

stood looking
from one to the
other silently. As

struck by men
and stand by

quietly.
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“Sir Jasper, Sir Jasper, you are laying
up a big account against my reckoning,” |
said.
He would have struck me again, but she
who had fallen rose and came to us.
“Stop!” she said.
There was a ring of command in her
voice, and we fell apart.
She took a
couple of steps

that there was a livid weal on her fore-

to

JOHN

showed

her brow glowing
in the starlight
with the livid
weal
drawn
roughly across its
whiteness.
And
from beneath her
brow shone the
clear light of her
eyes.
“You
have

answered.
“Get.
you
home
to your
pigs and your
made a mistake,
yard.”
He half
Mr. Trescott,”
turned
to go,
she said quietly.
but I caught him
“1 slipped and
by the lappel of
fell, that was all.”
/ could not help but hear her words, for the night
his coat and
I was silenced.
was still.
swung
him
I glanced at Sir
round as a boy might swirl a stick.
Jasper, and he smiled at me.
After a
“You have done a grievous wrong,” I moment’s hesitation I went my way, with an
began, but he gave me no time for more,
odd sense of humiliation. Yet was my heart
drawing back and aiming a blow at my
hot in wrath against Sir Jasper, and full of
head with the heavy hunting-crop he had in concern for the woman who loved him,
his hand. I felt the wind on my face, but, and would have no one harm him, even
as chance would have it, caught the crop in for her own sake and in her own defence.
my left hand. In a moment I had wrested
The days passed wearily enough for me
it from him and snapped it across my knee.
after that night. I cared no more for the

(HE
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ordering of my farm; and though I spent
long days on the moors with my gun, as
often as no I came back with empty bag,
which, being a fair shot and a quick eye,

gave Harry Pendacott and Jane his wife
much to marvel at.
Sometimes

I met

her, and then the day

would seem to me fair.

Oftener, though,

I saw

went

her not,

for she

not

much

abroad until the world was sleeping, and
there were none to shame her with their
gaze. To me those days were full of a
wild joy which was as much pain as
pleasure. The pain came with the marking of her ebbing strength. She who had
looked so fair with the promise of health
grew wan until her eyes were unnaturally
large.
God knows the suffering which
tortured that poor heart. Yet ever did
she bear the look of one who waited.
Sometimes when I came upon her of a
sudden she would start as with pleasure,
and it smote me cruelly to see the newborn hope die out of her eyes when she
looked upon me.
I seldom spoke to her, yet I knew that
my secret was no secret to her, and I took
some comfort that she did regard me with
no disfavour. Attimes I thought that she
seemed glad of my silent sympathy.
One day I took my courage into my
hands and spoke to her.
“‘] fear you are not well,” I said.
We had met in one of the lanes which
was all agreen with leaf and grass. She
looked at me quietly.
“I am well,” she answered

simply, and

passed on.
Another

time

she spoke first, and I felt

my blood leap at her voice.
‘**T thank you,” she said, looking at me

with a smile which was like a lost sunbeam

on a winter’s day, ‘for

you have sent me.
In truth,

I was

the

flowers

They are very fair.”
wont

to leave

at her

cottage many gifts of flowers which I had
gathered with my own hands.
I did this
by stealth, leaving no word or sign by
which she might know from whom they
came, yet she never doubted.
I stood ill at ease, fingering my gun, and
half wishing that she had passed with the
' grave bow she ever gave me.
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“* Flowers,” I made push to answer at
last, “‘ bring a breath of their own leafy
home with them.”
“Yet do they die,” she murmured.

I care not to lengthen out the record of
those days. They held much pain for me,
yet would I not barter their memory for
all the wealth of the world. I had never
thought of her from the first as aught but
a prize beyond my winning, so that the
love which I had for her was pure. |
think I have never been nearer Heaven
than I was in those months, loving a
woman who had been shamed. For my
part, I saw

only in her the womanhood

a man should hold above all
tricked and cajoled into
mistake. I could not come
as one who had sinned.
me that the sin was only his

things sacred
a shameful
to count her
It seemed to
who had lied

to her, and for that I hated him.
He came not to the village since the

night I met him by the gate and snapped
his hunting-crop in twain.
Gradually |
saw the hope die out of her heart, and |
noted that her steps were feeble. So she
sank as a flower might wither for the want
of the sun, and I swore that, if such chance

came to me, Sir Jasper should reap somewhat of the bitterness he had sown.
She had no wish to live—she had every
wish to die, for the sake of the life that
was dawning within her. So she faded
until she could no longer walk abroad,
and then
There are some matters of
which a man cannot write. Suffice that
one day the curtains were drawn in the
cottage, and I spent long, long hours
alone

with the sky, the heather, and

my

sorrow.
I took upon me the ordering of the
funeral. We put her to sleep in a corner
of the churchyard, and I was happy to
think that she was near my mother, who
had loved me too well to think harshly of
aught on whom I had spent my love.
When the service was ended, the parson
and his clerk, and the few villagers drawn
thither by curiosity, passed out of the
gate, but I stood looking at the new
grave, and thinking.
It might have been half an hour after
that I heard the sound of the lifted latch,
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and footsteps crunching the gravel of
the path.
I did not turn, thinking it was some
villager passing through the churchyard.
The footstep came

nearer, passed me, and

paused at the head of the grave. I looked
up. It was Sir Jasper Grenill.
“You!”
I said. It seemed to me
sacrilege that
he should be
M y
there.
breath came with
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the swish of a rat in the hedge, and
shuddered.
“Sir Jasper,” I began again. He made
an emphatic movement, and broke in
upon my words.
“Go!” he said. ‘‘ She was nothing to
you—she could have been nothing to you
but a dream.
I would rather be alone.”
“You
have
killed her.”
*“*Ay, “I

difficulty.
He looked at
me long and
curiously. As I
remember
now,
there was no
anger in his
glance.
It
seemed more as
though he wondered at me.

“Yes,

have

killed her.”
“And
vengeance——”
He caught up
my words.
“Vengeance
has an odd trick
of glossing over
these matters—”
he
stared
at
the nearest headstone — ‘fas

John

we

gloss over the
errors of life on
the memorial
stones
of the

Trescott,

I,” he
made answer.
“You
have
come to see the

dead.”

end of your
work,” I went on
sternly.

His words
were brutal, but

He
looked
away.
**Six months
ago she came to
ae ——
me with a laugh.
L
There was
a
—_
laugh
in her
eyes.
She was
glad to be alive.
a
He looked at me long and curiously.
And now
His voice faded off into a murmur.
** Vengeance
‘Sir Jasper Grenill,” I said, “if you
muttered.

were
meaningless to him.
I
think then he
was undergoing
:
his punishment
and was trying
to cloak his grief
with hard words.

have aught to set right between God and
yourself do it speedily, for you are guilty
of murder, and vengeance shall overtake
you.”
‘And you, too, loved her,” he said
wonderingly, letting the words drop slowly
from his lips. Then he added, “‘ Yet she

is dead—poor Kitty.”
A bird hard by on a bush made trial to
sing, but his notes were hushed. I caught

now I| know they

Then,

however,

they angered me.
sleeps | sometimes,”
I

“ Always, I think, on such occasions.
Poor Kitty had no friend—unless,” he
looked at me curiously, “you cared to
take it up?”
“Unless

I care

to

take

it up.”

I

repeated the words slowly, and then went
down the path and into the road.
That night I waited on Lydford Bridge.
Underneath, forty feet below, was the
rocky bed of the stream. Trees growing
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on its banks half hid the bed from sight.
The summer moon was nigh its full, and
cast fantastic shadows around.

I knew that Sir Jasper would pass that
way. I had made full sure of that. What
was in my mind
I

knew

not,

neither did
I
much care.
All
I did know was
that she was
dead,

and _ that

Sir
Jasper
Grenill had slain
her as surely as
though he had
taken his sword
from its sheath

and

plunged

it

into her heart.
For that I had
some desire for
vengeance,
but
how that vengeance should
come I had no

thought.
For the matter
of half an hour
I waited in the
shade
of the

wall that edged
the bridge,
watching the
shifting shadows
of the stirring
trees
Once

_below
I started

to my feet, but
the noise which

drew

me_

thus
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living and much exercise.
The sound
came nearer, until, breasting the round of
the bridge, I saw Sir Jasper, mounted.
I
strode into the centre of the way.
“Hold!” I cried. ‘I have a word to
say

unto

you,

Sir Jasper.”
“S t’a-n d
aside!”
he
cried,
spurring
his brute at me,
but I, nothing

daunted, seized
the animal by
the bridle, and
with little effort

checked
him
until he backed
on
“to
his
haunches.
In the light
of the moon Sir
Jasper
was white,
and the muscles
of his face
stood out in
relief.
** What do you
want

with

me,

John Trescott ?”
he asked.
“The life of
Kitty Kerten—
the life of the
woman
you
cheated
with
lies.”
“She
“i's
dead !”” he made
answer.
‘Let
me pass!”

“Nay,
not
until I have told
the scurry of a
you what I have
1 thrust him over, holding him by the waist
dog out for a
in my mind.
dangling above the torrent.
night foray.
Not until |
I had but made an end to counting the
have had from you some sign of remorse.”
“What is Kitty to you? She was mine.
strokes of Lydford Church clock that told
me the hour was twelve when I heard the
She came to me readily enough.
I told
hurried sound of hoofs.
her no lies. She was but too willing to
In the shadow of the wall I made ready.
give herself——”
2
I had no weapon, but trusted solely in the
I swore at him.
Under the light
' strength which I had gotten by honest
of the silent moon he told me that—
hastily from the
shadow

was but
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the blackest lie of all—and I cursed
him.
Sir Jasper was no coward.
Ithink he
must have seen my purpose in my face
when he uttered that lie. He stood up in
his stirrups and cut me across the face
with his whip.
I felt the sting of the
thong as the sting of a serpent.
With my
left hand I tightened my grasp upon the
rein, bearing back on the curb until I
heard the snap of the horse’s jaw. Then
throwing my right arm round Sir Jasper’s
waist, I dragged him from the saddle. The
horse screamed, and, maddened with pain,

dashed wildly down the road.
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He looked at me in a dazed way.
His bloodless lips formed the word
** Mercy!”
“Mercy!” I said.
“Ay, even that
mercy you showed her.”
For a moment more, even as it might be
the while he murmured a brief prayer, I
held him overthe torrent. ‘Then I relaxed
my

hold, and

the sound

there

was

space.

of crashing among

I heard

the trees

that branched over the torrent, and a few
moments after, as though he had been

caught by the interposing branches, a thud
upon the boulders beneath.

Sir Jasper,

below.
** Pray, if you can, this moment, for in the

This that I have written is the true
account of those matters which changed
the tenor of my life. When I was tried
for my life at the Assizes I was acquitted
by a jury of my countrymen for reasons in
which, perchance, sentiment played a
greater part than justice. Yet, if I were
again circumstanced as I was then, I have
but little doubt that I should play a like

next her life shall be required of you.”

part.

frenzied, strove to free

himself, but in my

grasp he was powerless. I dragged him—
dragged him until he was on the parapet.
Underneath we heard the brawl of the
torrent. Straining the muscles of my arm,
I thrust him over, holding him by the
waist dangling above the torrent, forty feet
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perme
have always been more
numerous than giants. Herodotus
refers to the pigmies of Central Africa,
whose descendants

are still extant, as are

many similar
races in different
parts
o°f
“t2hve
universe.
European
dwarfs,

of

whom
we
possess some
record, have
shown themselves more
frequently
well proportioned and
strong for
theirsizethan
otherwise.
They have
generally attained the
full period of
human existence, and
have proved
lively, active,
irascible, and

intelligent.
Some have
been known
to
speak
four or more
CHARLES I. AND
languages.
From most ancient times down to the

eighteenth century these quaint little
people found comfortable homes and easy
lives at the Courts of Sovereigns and
potentates, where they were regarded in
ithe light of playthings.
In later days
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they have chiefly had to rely on public
curiosity for a living.
The Emperor Augustus, according to
Suetonius, was a particular admircr of
comely young
dwarfs. One
of his nieces
is said to
have possessed

two,

measuring
only 2ft. 4in.
Charles
IX.
of France
kept a large
number of
dwarfs.
So
did Peter
the Great.
Gibson
and
his

wife,

in

the service of
Queen Henri-

etta Maria,
the hapless
spouse of
Charles

L.,

had a united
height of 7ft.
zin. They
begat nine
children, five
of whom lived
to years of
maturity, and
were the full
JEFFREY HUDSON.
ordinary size.
But “ Baby,” the dwarf of Stanislaus, the
dethroned King of Poland, only 33 in.
high, died at twenty-three.
One of the most celebrated of all
dwarfs was Sir Jeffrey Hudson, another
of Queen Henrietta Maria’s pets. This
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prodigy first saw the light in 1619, at
Oakham, in Rutlandshire, appropriately
enough the smallest county in England.
The little gentleman’s father, who kept the
Duke of Buckingham’s
baiting bulls,
possessed the frame of a lusty, broadshouldered man.
His mother, a woman
of no mean height, had other children,

who were all full sized.
Sir Jeffrey at the age of eight was well
proportioned, but measured no more than
eighteen inches.
About this time he
entered the service of the Duchess of
Buckingham, at Burleigh-on-the-Hill ; and
when Charles I. and Henrietta were entertained there, was served up at a banquet
in a cold pasty, which had been specially
made to hold him.
On the Duchess
cutting the pie open he sprang out, armed
cap-a-pie, to the astonishment and amusement of the royal guests. The Queen,
delighted with the tiny mite, at once took
him into her service.
From the age of eight to thirty, Jeffrey
remained the same height, but on attaining the end of the third decade he sprang
up to 3 ft. 9 in., and then stopped growing
altogether. This diminutive man afforded
vast amusement at Court.
The ladies
were extremely fond of him, but he was
much teased by the courtiers and domestics,

and had many squabbles with Will Evans,
the King’s giant knock-kneed porter.

OWEN FARREL (THE IRISH DWARF).

One day when the King happened to
be in a merry mood, he knighted Jeffrey,
who thereupon, seeing himself so much
favoured by royalty, forgot his humble
origin, and gave himself airs. ‘ Hee was
high in mind, not knowing himself, and
he would not knowe his father, for which,

by the King’s command, he was soundly
corrected.”
Poor Sir Jeffrey!
Nevertheless, his royal master
entrusted him with a very important and delicate mission.
In 1630 he was despatched to
France to fetch a midwife for
the Queen,
and also her
Majesty’s dancing-master! On

the way home the whole party
fella prey to Dunkirkers, along
with the many costly presents
sent to Henrietta by her
mother, Marie de Médicis, and

TITLE-PAGE

OF

BOOK

DEDICATED

TO

JEFFREY

HUDSON.

money and effects to the value
of £2500, gifts to Sir Jeffrey
from ladies of the French
Court. Sir William Davenant
immortalised this adventure in
a poem entitled “ Jeffreidos.”
Anextremely rare litthe volume,
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written in Sir Jeffrey’s honour, and published in 1636, under the title of ‘‘ The New
Yeere’s

S45"
contains a
small full-

length
portrait o1
the

dwarf,

engraved
by Martin
Droeshout.
ears
afterwards,
Heath
in
his ‘‘ Clara-

DWARFS.

captain of horse in the Royal Army,
and in 1644 accompanied the Queen to
France. He there had a dispute with the
brother of Lord Crofts, and challenged
him to fight. Mr. Crofts accepted, but
deeming his little antagonist beneath his
anger, arrived on the ground armed with
a squirt. This so enraged Sir Jeffrey that a
real duel ensued on horseback, in order to

place the combatants more on a level. The
dwarf shot his opponent dead at first fire.
This happened at Calais, about 1653,

and Sir Jeffrey was first of all imprisoned,

stella,”

1658, wrote
in this little
BORUWLASKI.

(From the Title-page of hts Memoirs.)

man’s
praise—

. . » Though low you seem,
Yet.you ’re both great and high in men’s esteem ;
Your soul’s as large as others, so’s your mind :
To

greatness,

virtue’s

not like strength

confin’d.

Sir Jeffrey, in point of fact, proved
himself a valiant little fellow.
When
the troubles came, he was appointed

JOSEPH

BORUWLASKI.

and afterwards expelled the Court.
Ultimately he returned to England, and for
some time resided in his native county,
living upon several small pensions allowed
him by the Duke of Buckingham and
others.
After awhile he removed to
London,

where, arrested

on

suspicion

of

being connected with Titus Oates’s Popish
plot, he found himself committed to the
Gatehouse at Westminster.
He died in
1682, shortly after his release from prison,

BORUWLASKI

ESCORTED

TO

HIS

COACH.

in the sixty-third year of his age. Another
old-time dwarf of the “ public character”
species was Owen Farrel, an Irishman,

NOTABLE

SOME

who was famous for his (comparatively)
prodigious ragged staff and still’ more
ragged attire.
About the middle of the last century
crowds flocked to the ‘“‘ Dwarf Tavern” in
Chelsea Fields; kept by a certain Pinchbeck,

to

contemplate

John

Coan,

the

‘‘Norfolk Dwarf,’ who came into the
world in 1728, at a place called Twitshall.
Sixteen years
later this little
man measured
no more than
3 ft. in height,
and weighed
274 Ib
only
In
17509,
when he had
attained
the
age of twentytw 0,
he
brought down
the scales at
34 Ib., with all

his

clothes

on,

and

DWARFS.

delivered prologues and speeches for the
amusement of his visitors.
In 1762 he
took up his quarters at the tavern in
Chelsea Fields. The Cherokee King and
his two chiefs were among those who paid
him a visit, and, according to the Dazly
Advertiser, were so delighted that they
returned again the following Sunday at
seven in the evening to drink tea, promising
to make a
third call a
few days later.
Two years
afterwards
Mr. Coan succumbed to the
task of keeping hisnumerous visitors
constantly
amused. The
publicanshowman exhibited his
body as long
as possible,
and when the
corpse at last
had to be

marked 3 ft.
2 in.
under
the standard,
in hat, wig,
and shoes.
He had not
been long in
town

the

buried, stilk

endeavoured
to

by

showing Coan

before

in effigy

Princess

J osep

h

Boruwlaski,

him
to
Leicester
House, where

for

styled

BORUWLASK?

he agreeably entertained the young Princes
and Princes.es, to whom he recited some
lines concluding thus—
Let others boast their stature or their birth,
This glorious truth shall fill my soul with
mirth -

That I now am, and hope for years shall sing,
Smallest

attract

customers

Dowager of
Wales sent

The
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Subject

of the Greatest

King:

No wonder if soon afterwards he was
received by George II and presented with
a handsome purse:
Coan had histrionic tastes.
He played
at Tunbridge Wells, and
frequently

AS

COURTIER.

dwarf.
When
born,
remarkable
Polish Russia, in November

Chaliez,

the

Polish Count,
was
another

near
1739,

He was
he measured exactly 8 in. long
neither weak nor defective, and his mother,
who suckled him, affirmed that none of her
children, of whom Joseph was the third,
had given her less trouble.
At twelve
months he measured 14in., at six years
17 in. At the age of thirty he had attained
3 ft. 3in., and there he remained.
His parents, who were o1 medium build,
had five sons and a daughter.
Three of
these children grew to be tall. Two, like
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Joseph, failed to pass
the average
height of boys and girls of four or five.
Anastasia, the sister, Joseph’s junior by
seven years, could stand under his extended
arm. When death overtook her at the age
of twenty she measured only 2 ft. 4 in.,
but was a perfect model of symmetry and
beauty. Joseph’s eldest brother, eleven
years his senior, became a strong, vigorous

DWARFS.

nothing so extraordinary as what he beheld
at that moment.
*““And what is that ?” inquired her
Majesty.
‘Why, to see so small a man in the lap
of so great a woman,” answered Joseph.
The Empress, mighty pleased, gave the
dwarf a ring, which she drew from the
finger of a little girl some six years old,
who was none other than the unfortunate
Marie Antoinette, future Queen of France.

From Vienna the travellers went to
Luneville to visit Stanislaus, and there
Boruwlaski met ‘‘ Baby,” the King’s dwarf.
A few inches the taller, he attempted to
set poor Joseph on the fire, for which he
received a good whipping at the King’s
command,

and

for a time was

forbidden

the royal presence.
When Joseph visited Holland, Princess
Nassau-Weilbourg took him on her knee,
as had done the Empress Maria Theresa,
inquiring if he regretted not being taller.
The little man, ever ready with a repartee,
at once replied—
‘*No, for ifI were I should not have the
honour of sitting upon your ladyship’s lap.”
Considering all the caresses showered
on this dwarf by the fair sex, it is hardly
surprising that he at last fell in love. This
event occurred when he was twenty-five
years old and 35 in. high, the object of his
affection being a full-grown French actress.
On the intrigue becoming known, it
occasioned much gossip, and the actress,
to save
herself from ridicule, openly
laughed at her little admirer, while his
THE

CORSICAN

little fellow 42 in. high.
growing at thirty.

benefactress,

FAIRY.

indignant,

He also ceased

When Joseph Boruwlaski, at the age of

eight,

lost his

father, the

Stadstina

of

Caorlitz took charge of him. Four years
later his benefactress married her second
husband, and Joseph passed to the protection of Countess Humiecka.
In this
lady’s company the dwarf made a tour of
Europe, and on being presented to the
Empress Maria Theresa, was taken on her
knee and questioned as to his travels.
Boruwlaski answered that he had seen
many things worthy of admiration, but

Boruwlaski,

the

read

Countess,

him

promising

a

exceedingly

severe

lecture.

amendment,

was

restored to favour, and for some years
passed a pleasant, uneventful existence.
At the age of forty, love again disturbed
his happiness | ‘This time his heart fell a
victim to a young person in the same
household as himself,
named
_Isalina
Barboutan.
The girl was discharged, and
the dwarf confined to his apartment. Love

proving victorious, the Countess showed
herself inexorable, and poor Boruwlaski
found himself turned adrift on the world.
In this predicament he applied to
Prince

Casimir,

who.

secured

him

a

SOME
pension

of

100

ducats from

NOTABLE

his brother,

King Stanislaus
II., the last Polish
monarch; whereupon the parents of his
sweetheart,

noting

that

their

long

afterwards,

|

AME

daughter’s

liliputian suitor was enjoying the King’s
favour, gave their consent to the union,
and the lovesick Joseph at last became
happy.
Not

DWARFS.

with

a

view to

increasing his income, he made a second
tour of Europe, accompanied by his wife.

|f

oa

Z

dpi pve
AUTOGRAPH

They left Warsaw in November, and after
visiting several cities on the Continent,

landed at Margate in March 1782, along
with a little stranger in the form of a
daughter born during their travels. Under
the patronage of the Duke and Duchess
of Devonshire, Boruwlaski was taken to the
Prince

of Wales, afterwards

George

IV.,

and presented to the King, the Queen,
and the junior members of the royal

family.

In 1783 he set out on a tour

through

the United

in Ireland received
of a second child.
lished

his

memoirs,

‘Kingdom, and while

news of the birth
In 1788 he pubwhich

were

issued

again in 1792, and finally in 1820.

After

|

OF

SIMON

sal

PAAP.

ripe age of ninety-eight. His wife and two
children had died many years before.
Quite a dainty little lady dwarf was
Madame

Theresia, the “‘ Corsican

Fairy,”

who held receptions at the Arts Museum,
Cockspur Street, in 1769.
This small
person stood only 34 in. high, and
weighed no more than 26 Ib. at sixand-twenty. Her birthplace was the Stata
Ota Mountain,
in Corsica.
Elegant,
pretty, exceedingly well proportioned,
of admirable symmetry, vivacious, spirited,

womanly, and yet fairy~ like, speaking
French and Italian with equal facility, she
became a great favourite with her visitors,

and made a strong impression on all who saw
her, besides arousing general public interest.
This charming little creature paid London
a second visit in 1773, when her wholelength portrait was engraved by Worlidge.
In

1816

a

diminutive

Dutch

dwarf,

named Mr. Simon Paap, was on show in
London.
He came into the world on
May 25, 1789, at Zand Voort, in Holland,
and in early infancy had the appearance of
a fine, thriving child. His father, a fisherman, was blessed with other sons and

daughters, all being of ordinary height.
When Simon had completed his third
year, he ceased to grow, to the astonishment and dismay of his parents, and
thenceforth
remained
stationary.
At
twenty-nine
SIMON

PAAP.

he settled
he ended
his days in ease and comfort on Sept. 5,

one visit to his native land,
down in this country, where

1837,

at

Durham,’

having

reached

the

he

did

not

exceed

28 in.,

and weighed only 27 lb. Although handsome and well proportioned, his head was
over-large for his size.
Hs appetite
seldom exceeded that of a child of four.
He took his wine freely, but not to excess,
and, like all his countrymen, was fond

of

his

pipe.

Extremely

affable

and
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communicative, he spoke good French
and English besides his own language.
When first seen in Bond Street, he wore

a blue silk jacket, large baggy breeches of
blue figured satin, white silk stockings and
waistcoat, with steel buckles

in his shoes.

On his breast shone a miniature portrait
of the Prince of Orange set in gold. The
front of his jacket was ornamented by two

mewus

DWARFS.

the West End, he walked

Jan

a
ai

Wi
Boy

at Barnum’s old American Museum, in
New York, where he attracted 30,000

persons, and for six weeks was the lion
of the city
After a triumphal progress
through the States, he sailed for England
in January 1844, escorted to the ship
Yorkshire by 10,000 people.
Immediately on his arrival in London he
called at the office of the ///us/rated London
News, and the first portrait taken of him in
this country appears in the copy of that
journal dated Feb 24, 1844. ‘Tom Thumb

ll, ip3
”

1a

had

THUMB

AS

NAPOLEON,

large gold buttons, and his fingers sparkled
with several rings.
Mr. Simon Paap had the honour of
being presented to the Queen, the Prince
Regent, and the royal family at Carlton

House

on

introduced

May 5, 1815.
to

the

Lord

11, 1832, when he weighed 9Ib. z 0z.,

somewhat more than the average babe at
birth
On
reaching five months he
brought down the scales at 15 Ib., and
measured 25 in. Upto 1845 he did not
increase in stature, and only added 2 oz.
to his weight. He first appeared in public

ii

TOM

out attired asa

boy of four, generally with a small whip in
his hand, and always accompanied by a
nursemaid to screen him from _ public
importunity
In 1844 we were visited by Mr. Charles
Sherwood Stratton, the ‘“‘American Man
in Miniature,” more popularly known as
“Tom Thumb.”
He is said to have been
born at Bridgeport, Conn., U.S.A, on

He was

also

Mayor,

and

light hair, a fair, fresh complexion,

dark eyes, well-developed forehead, good
mouth, great vivacity of expression, and
was gifted with a never-failing cheerful
demeanour.
His voice was pitched in a
shrill childish treble.
He appeared at the
Princess’s Theatre, where he mimicked
the walk and manner of the Great
Napoleon with ludicrous effect.
Afterwards he posed as Grecian statues, ana
enacted other drolleries.
Escorted

by Barnum, this “ little, great,

small

man”

Prince

Albert, and the Duchess

waited

upon

the

Queen,
of Kent

at Buckingham Palace on March 23, 1844.
He appeared before the Queen and
members of the royal family several times,
receiving many costly gifts from her
Majesty. On the last occasion he wore a
full Court suit, and sang a comic song to

exhibited at Smithfield, upwards of 20,000
persons flocking to see him in four days.
He twice appeared at Covent Garden
Theatre, where he discharged a liliputian

the tune of ‘“‘ Yankee Doodle,” into which

musket, and went through all the exercise
of a soldier with great precision. When
taking an airing in St. James’s Park and

he introduced the royal personages present.
Before leaving England he had an
elegant chariot built for him in Soho, at a

SOME
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This

vehicle,

lined

and

fitted
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Subsequently he appeared before Queen
Isabella and the Spanish Court.
In

cost of £400, suitable in size to his dimensions.

DWARFS.

in

December
he _ returned to England,
and after a second
visit to London,
where he was as
popular
as_
ever,
made a tour in the
United Kingdom.
On the completion of this trip,
Tom Thumb sailed
back to the land of
the wooden nutmegs
with a nice little
fortune of £150,000.
He visited England
on
several
other

the most sumptuous
style, had the door-

panels emblazoned
with the “‘“General’s”
arms: Britannia and
the Goddess of
Liberty, supported
by the British Lion
and the American
Eagle. Crest: The
rising sun and the
British and American flags, with the
motto ‘‘Go ahead!”
To draw this liliputian conveyance a
pair of Shetland
ponies were
purchased at Astley’s
Amphitheatre, and
two lads in gorgeous
GENERAL
liveries
acted
as
coachman and footman.
An engraving
of the whole turn-out appeared in the
Illustrated London News for Aug. 31, 1844.
In February 1845 Tom Thumb visited
Paris, where he was received by Louis

occasions, once ac-

TOM

companied by his
wife, Mercy Lavinia
Bump, otherwise

THUMB.

Warren, a dwarf like

himself, and two other liliputian creatures
named
Commodore
Nutt and Minnie
Warren.

Tom Thumb is said to have had one
child, Minnie, who died in infancy. The

Philippe and the royal family, afterwards

** General” died at Middleborough, Mass.,

making the tour of France and Belgium.

U.S.A.,

TOM

THUMB’S

July

CARRIAGE.

15,

1883, of apoplexy.

At
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dances and sang songs before the Queen
and a select Court circle in May 1846.
About the same period, a most extraordinary young person, styled the ‘‘ Wonder-

the time of his demise he had increased
to a height of 40 in. and weighed 70 lb.,
having grown very stout. He was buried at
Bridgeport, where a marble shaft 40 ft. high,
with a full-length statue on the top, stands
to his memory. In 1885 his widow married
Count Primo Magni, an Italian dwarf.
At the same time as “Tom Thumb”
came over here, there appeared in the

THE

ful Dwarf Giantess,” arrived from Australia.

The peculiarities of this person were her
short stature and prodigious fatness. Her
name was Mary Jane Youngman. She was
fifteen years of age, and

HIGHLAND

Metropolis three Highland dwarfs from
Ross-shire. The eldest, Finlay Mackinlay,
who had reached the age of twenty-three,
measured

45 in. from

weighed

81lb.

His

head

to heel, and

brother

junior by two years, stood
weighed 73 lb. Mary, their
years younger than John, was
and weighed 80lb.
Attired
dress of the Clan

John,

a

44in., and
sister, twé&
44 in. high,
in the full

of Ross, these remark-

able little people performed

DWARFS.

their national

almost as broad

DWARFS.

as long, for she measured 2 ft. 11 in. high,
3 ft. 6 in. round the shoulders, 4 ft. 3 in.
round the waist, 2 ft. round the leg, and’
1 ft. round the arm.
Chung-Mow, a rebel Tartar dwarf who
visited us with Chang, the Chinese giant,

measured only 38 in. high.

His face and

manner were most amusing, and he showed

in striking disproportion to his tall companion, but his figure was no match for
that of Tom Thumb.
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J HEN the men of Augoumois spoke
of the Vengeance of Beaufoy,
which they did for three generations,
they had in their thought a certain late
August day in 1467, the year that saw that
gamecock among princes, Charles the
Bold,

buckle

on

his spurs.

And

if, in

that Vengeance, the Seigneur forgot mercy
in judgment, there is this in his excuse:

that he dealt with those who showed no
mercy.
Further, if the chief end of
judgment is to deter evil-doers, then had
there never been before so shrewd a
stroke of justice, since for hard on a score
of years thereafter the Suzerainty had
peace from reivers, forest
masterless man.
Yet, for

DRUMMOND.

Bishop, and I of you for the next. Let us
join hands, and so. both %be the stronger.
Who touches Grandfrai touches Beaufoy,
and

he struck

stick lies with me.”
“By St. Francis, not so!” cried the
Seigneur. ‘‘ Heard you ever that Beaufoy
had wronged woman or weakling, sold justice
for a bribe, broke the plight of his oath,
set self before sacrifice, lived sleek on
another’s sweat, swined himself with wine,

thieves, and
all this, the

or worked another’s downfall by false
craft? No saint am I, Monseigneur, to
my shame and sorrow, but no sinner
beyond Christ’s mercy. Besides, a fiveyear-old boy makes for virtue in his father.
Is it a bargain ?”
“*Raimond de Beaufoy is Raimond de
Beaufoy,” answered the Bishop; ‘but
what of two score of the earth’s dross ?”
“Leave them to me to keep clean by
the fear of man if not of God.
Is ita

hard, for it

bargain, ] say ?”

And Theodore
Seigneur;

as if a man

you no grudge for this day’s

February

wife;

rubbed

and

took
one

his

chin.

to himself a second

is enough

life’s a long arm’s-length.
years.”

‘‘ At best ’tis a stale-

1900

Beaufoy

““ Why, no, Monseigneur; that were as bad

mate, and none can cry check to the
other. The wisdom of it to me is this:
that you have need of me for this world,
No. 197.

answered: “ A bargain,

and for life ?”

Whereat

ing; so that at last, out of the fullness of
his heart, he spoke—
worsting,” said he.

to it; and thou, on

behind, ‘* but I think the heavy end of the

was not Beaufoy that he avenged but
Theodore, Bishop of Grandfrai.
This was how it came about.
As, hard upon seven years before, they
two had ridden out from the Convent of
Our Lady of Good Hope, as has _ been
already told, the Seigneur was half content and half wrathful. He had '!ost his
point, but so had my Lord Bishop, and
they were therefore quits. Now, to hold
himself no better than his neighbour was a
new thing to Beaufoy, and set him think‘*I owe

Beaufoy will see

thy part, hast thy prayers, thy masses—eh ?
Is it a bargain ?”
Theodore of Grandfrai turned in his
saddle and looked down the long line of
Beaufoy’s men.
“I understand well
enough,” said he, still looking hard

vengeance was unbecoming a Christian
man, though it was
characteristic of
Raimond de Beaufoy that because he
struck for another

VENGEANCE.

“‘And then,” said the
“the year of release!”
489

for me.

A

Say seven

Bishop

slyly,
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“The year of release,” echoed Beaufoy
gravely, not understanding a jot of the
reference, ‘‘a good phrase, and mayhap
an apt one.”
‘“* And will the pact include the Convent
of Our Lady ?”
“The Convent of Our Lady holds
Denise de Vaucourt,” answered Beaufoy

“But, by your leave, Seigneur,” said
Marmontel — it was
Marmontel
the
younger, and own son of his. father in
devotion to Beaufoy—‘“ if Flemish Peter
told truth these are the very scum of the
woods.
Broken men from east and west,
camp-followers from the wars round Paris,

sternly,

How then
r
“The nearer the devil the greater need
of the Church,” and the Seigneur laughed.

“‘and

say what

you

will, she

is

Beaufoy’s ward. Woe to him, gentle or
simple, who touches Our Lady of Good
Hope while Denise de Vaucourt lives.”
‘* Between us two, then, Seigneur ?”

‘Between us two, Bishop.

There is

free-lances,

rogues,

thieves,

and

worse.

““Would you have my Lord Bishop fret
and harry grey-frocked monks?
But he
missed his mission.

Stocks, pillories, and

my hand upon it, and if I fail to hold to my
pledge, may the Lord show me no mercy
in my time of need.”
And so the compact was made.
That, as has been said, was seven years
past; and now, with no more than the

brandings stand in poor stead of the love
of God, and yet I do not blame Theodore
of Grandfrai, but rather that thin-faced
Spaniard that sits in his ear. May the
Lord love Beaufoy better than to leave
its Seigneur to play the fool to its undoing

last few sands of the time to run, Raimond
de Beaufoy had roused the Seigneurie
that he might keep faith. Thrice before
he had done this, but thrice only in twoand-thirty years. Once after the Vaucourt

in his old age! See what comes of it,
Marmontel.
There was ° Grandfrai,
a

as a

father in Augoumois these fifty years. If
he spoke a blunt word now and then, it
was all in kindness; and what man had the
better right than he, who fed the hungry,

hunter might for wolves and foxes; once
when he led fifty trained men and four

soothed
the sorrowing, assoilzied
the
dying, and loved all, the small andthe great,

times

with an equal love, and never to his own
gain? That he clung to his rights like a
dog to a bone was naught to his disparagement: a man should be a man, and
no boneless jellyfish. Then comes this

massacre, to beat the woods

that of villains

for men

to aid, at his own

cost, in the crushing of Talbot at Castillon ;
and once, as shall be told, when the King
came to Beaufoy.
For the repressing of sudden turbulence,
the enforcings of his powers of justice or
right as Seigneur, Beaufoy’s paid men
were commonly sufficient. But this was
no common case, and so he had roused
the Seigneurie, and marched on Grandfrai

with five-score men at his back.
*“* This,” said Beaufoy co Marmontel, his
squire, who rode by his side, “ comes of
living over-little for this world and overmuch

for the next.

A man, while he has

his feet on the earth, should keep some of
his wits there too. Here is Theodore of
Grandfrai, as gracious

and

kindly a man

as ever said ‘No!’ out of a stern conscience, and yet he must need set his
vassals by the ears, as if they were not
flesh and blood, because they were chattels
of the Church. Pray God they have not
got his palace tore down about him before
we succour him.”

Salamanca

black.

Prior, and in a twinkle white ’s

A year ago these rogues, scum as

they are, would have throttled the vile
rogue who cursed Grandfrai;
now they

have passed beyond
works.”

curses, and

come

to

sourly,
“And we,”
said Marmontel
“must dance till our bones ache to the
music set blaring by this same lean bigot.”
“No,

by St. Francis,

no!”

cried the

Seigneur, “but rather you must uphold
Beaufoy’s pledged word; and that you
shall do, were it passed to the devil
himself.”
Grandfrai, for all its bishopric, was no
more than a straggling village on the high-

road from Ruffec to Nortron, and lay
beyond the boundary of Beaufoy’s Suzerainty, and, saving for his compact, the
quarrel was no more his than that of

THE
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Beaufuy,

and

Beaufoy

will see to it.”
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Blaise la Valette, Gaspard St. Claud, or
the Count de Confolens.
But of these
the first was in his dotage, the second
at Paris with

Louis, and no mortal

ever

knew the third care for aught save the
filling of his stomach with meat and
drink. On Beaufoy, then, fell the burden
of law and order, and as they rode into
Grandfrai it was plain there was no light
weight to be borne.
Not a house but was mishandled.
The
doors driven in, the thatch a-smouldering,
the patehes of vireyard and melons broken
down, or trampled into ruin, and the paths

strewn with the wrecked litter of the poor
furnishings. Nor had their owners escaped.
Sorrowful lamentations were matched with
still

more

sorrowful

silences,

and

the

bitterest fruit of war had been plucked and
scattered in the lavish waste of an abundant
harvest.

Half Grandfrai lay dead in its spoiled
gardens.
Here a huddle of woman’s
clothes, there a sodden lump choking the
trickling flow of the kennel; further on
a greybeard peasant prone across his
threshold, half within and half without,
and who had died on his knees as he
fell; groups of twos and threes that in
desperation had turned, bare handed, on

their murderers—but
and

left,

desolation

everywhere, to right
and

death.

But

neither fire nor slaughter checked the
Seigneur until, midway up the straggle
of the village, he halted to question a
woman sitting in the road with a babe
on her lap.
She was the first living
thing he had seen in Grandfrai.
“What of Monseigneur the Bishop ?”
he cried, leaning across his horse’s neck.
She looked up at him dully, then back to
* the babe, shaking her head.
Gathering
her burden into her left arm, she fumbled
at the bosom of her dress, opening it, and
setting to her breast the mouth of the
child. As she did so a trickle of blood
came from the lips that should have
sucked; and again she looked up, silent
but whimpering, and her mouth all
a-tremble.
“Damnation!”
said
the Seigneur
softly, between his teeth; and sitting back
in -his saddle, he drove his spurs hard
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home.

“Ride

on, men!”

Nor paused

again until they turned into the square
where stood the palace, with its ugly,
squat, low-roofed church: across the angle.
From end to end the place was empty,
but there were those scattered on the
shallow flight of steps leading up to the
church-doors to show that life had been.
In ones and twos they lay as they had
fallen, but chiefly to the sides, as if they
had been caught and cut down in a frantic
rush

for shelter:

women,

for the

most

part, drawn by the service; for the day
was the day of St. John Baptist.
At the sound of the hoof-beats in the
square there came astir from the church.
White scared faces looked out of the
black vault of the open door, across which

there hung the tattered remnants of a
heavy curtain, and of a sudden there was
a thin babble of lamentation. The terrorbound tongues were unloosed, and wrath
and sorrow found voice; no form of words,
no coherency, only a shrill, murmuring
clamour as of Rachel weeping for her
children and beyond all comfort.
Leaping down, his face white under its
bronze, Beaufoy mounted the steps, Marmontel and a dozen others hard behind.
In the sharp fury of battle he had sent
more than one man to his-death, and
thought naught of it either then or afterward. But this callous slaughter as of
sheep, this dry-voiced wailing, half fear,
half loss, moved him as never had stricken

field.
At the door of the church he silat in
a rare uncertainty.
““Where is Monseigneur?
Have they
dared mishandle him like—like
” And
he looked, with a gesture, down the steps.
** Like these others ?”
It was a woman who answered, an old
witch-wife, shrunk

and wizened

with age.

““Come and see,” said she, and gripped

him by the arm.
She had seen too much that day to have
terror of the living, though he were
Seigneur, Suzerain, or King.
When one

has rubbed

elbows with death for a full

hour, there is little left in life to fear.

A

day before it might have cost her her
right hand to have so much as touched
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the Seigneur; ,ow calamity had drawn together class and class, and she gripped
him as if he were but flesh and blood like
herself.
‘**Come and see.”
She led him in, the now

silent

troop

of

peasants shuffling at their heels.
The
church was in utter darkness except for
one twinkling lamp hung high up against
the roof: so high that it had escaped the

Not a house but was mishandled.
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Grandfrai, dumb, or whispering shrilly
under their breath, and staring hard at
the Seigneur. The strength of the church,
their trust for so many years, was broken;
but here was a new and rougher power,
and dimly, half unconsciously, their trust
went out to him.
Slowly the darkness gave up its secrets.
First,

the loom

of the

wide

pillars

with

rough, unusual, sprawling patches at their

The doors driven in, the thatch a-smouldering.

‘

destruction

measured

out

to every

altar

and in every side chapel; but so thick was
the gloom—for the church was built
against blind walls to north and south—
and so thin and remote the light, that all
the further end, where was the great altar,
and behind the pillars, was black as night.
Ten steps from the door, and Beaufoy—
the woman still clinging to him—paused
that his eyes might grow accustomed to
the gloom, and in behind him gathered
the small remnant of the people of

feet, with

here and there a blotch of grey

that, as their eyes found power, lightened
into a dead face; then the uncertain
stretch of walls, broken by niches or
small votive chapels; and lastly, slowly,
very slowly, the far-off chancel stalls and
the dim brown depths of the choir.
fi
After that the tale of ruin told itself
without words. Altar- pieces shredded
from

their

frames,

splintered

crucifixes

upholding maimed Christs, statues laid in
shivers. The verv railings of the altar had
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been torn from their place and used to
batter down the shrines:
Not a marble
stood upon its base, not a_ candlestick
but was

crushed and twisted, not a vest-

ment but was rent to rags and rolled in
the blood of that day’s martyrdoms.
““See!” and the woman turned her
wrinkled face up to Beaufoy, shaking his
arm as she spoke. ‘‘ See, they were worse
than devils.
Not Satan himself would
dare touch holy things.”
“But Monseigneur?” cried Beaufoy,
speaking in his impatience and dread as
men were not wont to speak in such a
place. ‘‘ Where is Monseigneur?”
~
‘““Come and see,” said the woman a
second time.
With the assured step of one who knows
every tile in the worn pavement, she urged
the Seigneur

forward, then

of a sudden,

when a dozen feet from the shattered railing that had shut apart the chancel, she
dropped his arm and ran forward alone.
At the altar-steps she paused, and falling on her knees, and in a hoarse whisper,

“See, Seigneur, see!
Were they not
worse than devils?”
There, on the third step, was Theodore
of Grandfrai, done to death in the very
ministry of the service.
That he had
turned to meet these breakers of Sanctuary
was clear, for his wounds were all in front,
as those of a warrior should be, and to

the last Theodore of Grandfrai had been
a true Soldier of the Cross. That he had
lied denouncing sin and defending his
flock was probable, for behind him was a
shambles and his wounds were many and
deep.

But whatever of wrath there had

been was gone, and he lay as if asleep.
His eyes were closed, his arms drawn
decently to his side, and on his breast lay
a rude crucifix carved from some common
wood.

“‘ God give us all as sweet a rest,” said
Beaufoy, turning to those about him.
““Which way went these slayers of
priests ?”
~ As he spoke there was a hum and buzz

across

the church.

Bishop, these

They

loved

their

poor souls, and the Seig-

neur’s pity was dear to them, but for the
mdment they loved vengeance better. At
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once a dozen voices broke
dim light there were wild
gestures.
“‘ Westward, Seigneur,
there are none so many of
than two score.”
“Two
score !
And
Grandfrai ? ”
“‘Two-score

out, and in the
and passionate
westward, and
them, no more

devils,’

they

sacked

answered

the

woman; “‘and they took us by surprise.
My son Jean they piked as
r
“* Aye, I can

guess

the tale ; let it rest,

mother.”
Down on his knees he went, and lifting

up the crucifix, he kissed it before ther
all and held it aloft.
“T was too late, Lord God, too late to

save him.
And though he might say
‘Lord, lay not this sin to their charge,’ so
say not I.” Then he kissed the cross a
second time, and laid it back whence he

had taken it.
“‘Let Beaufoy’s men follow me,” he
said, rising. ‘‘ The rest bide here and
right this disorder as best they can.”
At the door he turned, and thrusting
aside the tattered curtain, looked back
into the gloom.

“ Listen!” he said, “and

I pray God the dead can hear it also.
Until justice be done I swear by the
honour of Beaufoy that I will not cross
the door of my house, no, not though the

vengeance be seven years in the coming,”
and at the words from behind him there
came a shout that grew and swelled into a
roar. Beaufoy’s men were as hot in the
blood as Beaufoy’s lord.
“lf it were

into

Hell’s

mouth,”

said

Marmontel as they rode at a sharp trot out
into the pastures, “‘ they would follow you
unwinking, their gall is so stirred. Seigneur,
you never heard the like of the poor folks’
tales; they were a shame to Christendom,

and the Lord have mercy.on the Spanish
Prior ”
“ By St. Francis,”

cried

Beaufoy,

“I

had forgotten the Prior. What of him ?”
“‘ They have him fast, and if we do not
catch them up by nightfall——”
‘‘We must, we shall,” and Beaufoy
smote his thigh with his clenched fist.
“Their spoil of beasts hinders them, and
besides,

they are

drunk

with

slaughter,
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and so have no fear.
Be content, Marmontel, we shall catch them.”

checked his horse and pointed ahead.
Setween the distant tree-trunks, here more

*‘ And then, Seigneur ?”
Raimond de Beaufoy’s face grew ugly in
its grim hardness.
‘‘ Wait,” he said,

scattered

than common,

was a brown

and

dun dappling that twinkled in and out,
now showing clear, now lost again.

and said no more, but the words

“* We have them, Seigneur, we have them.

were fuller of meaning than a curse.
Yet at this time the Seigneur had no
plan.
How or where
he should lay hands

Ten minutes’ gallop and we’re in touch.”
But Beaufoy threw up a warning hand

“wait,”

on

them, or how

deal

with the wretches,
knew

not,

and

he
what

happened afterwards
happened, in a sense,
of chance.
“There
are some
two or three on horseback, Seigneur,” went
on Marmontel; “ part
of the loot of Grandfrai.”
“On _ horseback,
Beaufoy
eh?”
and
laughed dourly. ** Set
a

beggar

back,

on

and where

horsedoes

he ride? On my word,
they are like to learn
shortly, whether

the

proverb

or no

holds.

‘** Faster, men, faster!”

To track two-score
reivers with a mixed
multitude

of

cattle,

sheep, and goats was
no hard matter.
The
broken
undergrowth
and trampled grass left
no room for question.
Apparently they had
There, on the third step, was Theodore of Grandfrai, done to death.
been in no haste, for
at intervals the belt of
They had ridden far
trodden herbage broadened out that the
and reined back.
and their beasts were fagged; now that
beasts might rest and crop the grass,
they held their prey, as !t were, in a leash,
green enough under the trees in spite of the
there was no need for haste.
So, for half
parched dryness of the long summer. What

need had they for haste?

Grandfrai was

palsied, and they guessed nought of the
urgent message sent to Beaufoy.
The Seigneur’s troop had held their
course for little more than an hour, when
Marmontel, who rode by his master, half

an hour the hunters and the unconscious
quarry kept an even pace.
So near were

they that at times laughter or a snatch of
song came down the wind, but never once
did those before look back.
Then there
befel a kind of chance.
A horse of the
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troop of those ahead whinnied, and one of
Beaufoy’s answered, and on the moment
the Seigneur struck home his spurs.
** The hunt’s afoot,” he cried. “‘ Forward,

men, and leave mercy to God Almighty! ”
With a shout they broke into a gallop,
sweeping like shadows between the treetrunks ; and with an answering shout, half

terror half rage, the men in front woke
into ‘life. There was an instant’s confusion; then, like men

used

to the worst

emergencies and trained to prompt action,
they dashed on, abandoning their booty

without a thought to fight for it. Rogues
in grain, they could thieve or murder, but
had little stomach for battle.
To Beaufoy’s joy they held together.
Had they scattered his vengeance would
have been as slow to win as to eat a
pomegranate seed by seed ; and as he saw
them driving ahead in a bunch, he blessed

St. Francis in his heart.
_ In the centre of the flying group was a
bound» man—the Salamancan
doubt, and he hindered them.

Prior,

no
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urging his horse to the utmost specd.
The distance was not great, but the
ground was on an upward slope, and if
they were to stop the second hole of the
burrow they had need to make haste.
Stop it they did, rolling down into the
narrow gap heavy boulders and cruel
pointed rocks, so that neither horse nor
man

could

force

a way

through,

and

so

that end of the cave comes no more into
the tale.
But while: Marmontel rode fast, Beaufoy
checked his men.
Now that he saw their
goal, he had no mind to baulk them. He
would have them pent as in the hollow of
his hand, whereas to have blundered into
their midst would have been to lose some
of them in the scattering. Therefore he
checked the pursuit, and let them break
out of the wood and into the cave’s mouth
unmolested.
As he sat waiting and rubbing his chin,
his eye caught the dull glare of the charcoal furnaces spread through the great
stretch of beech-trees, and a thought struck

“See,” said the Seigneur to Marmontel,
a grim laugh on his face, ‘‘ vengeance is
ever sweeter than spoils, and the rascals
will risk hanging for their small hope of
revenge. There they go to the left like a
drove of scared sheep; was the straight
course not good enough for them? By
the Saints! I have it. They are in full
cry for the Cave of the Wolves, and may
slip our fingers yet. There is an outlet
on the south.
Round with you, Mar-

him.
“I shall try it—by St. Francis, I shalb
try it!” he cried. ‘‘ The pity is for the
beasts; as for the men, ’tis their due and
no more.
Listen!” and he beckoned to

montel, and five with you.

the louts can hold one another in place—
and let them bring every man a shovel and
a mattock.
Hunt through the palace of
my Lord Bishop, and pick me out a dozen

The exit there

is narrow, no more than the squeeze of a
horse. Block it up, and we have them in
atrap. Ride, man, ride! there are rocks
in plenty. Oh, St. Francis, my patron, I
thank thee from my soul—I thank thee
from my soul!
Ask what thou wilt of
me, and by the Lord whose man I am I
will give it thee, aye, to the whole of
Beaufoy !”
In his deep wolfish gladness the
Seigneur’s heart was in his cry, but there
is no record that he was ever the poorer
for his oath ; mayhap because St. Francis

Flemish Peter to come near. ‘“ Back, thou,

to Grandfrai, and search out a dozen ora
score of horses; never fear but there are
some hidden away. Clap on their backs
as many of Beaufoy’s men as they can
carry, two

or

three

apiece, if need

be—

or more of sheets or blankets, as broad and

as long as thou canst find, and be not toonice in choosing, since those we saw in
the church are done with such things.
Bring these, thou, and bid them send wine
and meat after us.

Then ride here, every

was sworn to poverty.

man of you, and waste no time though
your beasts drop.”
Then, the quarry having gone to earth,
he roused up his horse and pushed on.
The cave opened from a narrow cleft in

Away to the left sped Marmontel with
half a dozen at his beast’s heels, each

the flat face of naked rock, the mouth
being set some thirty yards back at the
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path,
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a double

turn approaching in shape to a rude §S,
so that those without were hidden from
those within.
Facing this wall of rock
was

a

sun-dried,

semicircular

plateau

stretching back a half furlong to the
outlying timber that fringed the forest,
a plateau that had been a_ luxuriant

He beckoned

Flemish

greenness while the spring rains endured,
but which was now a barren wilderness of
sere and crisped herbage.
Across this rode Beaufoy, and boldly
pushing between the lines of rock, only
drew rein when in full sight of the cave’s
mouth.

As

he

had

reckoned,

it was

empty, those within having made all
haste to escape by the upper end, only to
find Marmontel forehanded with them.
“Off and unsaddle,” cried Beaufoy.
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“Here we camp for to-night at least.
When they come racketting back, as they
will presently, let them find a fire to
welcome

them.

will do, and
back in the
The story
hearing the

Peter to come

A dozen

of us in sight

some of you tether the beasts
woods for coolness.”
of how the trapped wretches,
rattle of the rocks, rolled into

near.

the cramped narrowness of the upper outlet, rounded in their tracks, and made
pell-mell for the entrance, only to find a
camp-fire crackling in their path; and
how they turned back to the inner blackness, cursing their folly, may go untold.
So, too, the story of the weary,
unwearied,

vigilance

of

and

Beaufoy’s

yet
men,

who all night long watched by the roaring
blaze, sleepless and singing, for never once

from midnight onward

did they cease the
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chant the Seigneur-had-bid them strike up
to muffle that ring of mattock and shovel
being plied in the open outside the rocks.
It was at midnight that Beaufoy’s men
came straggling in from Grandfra? in twos
and threes, and found their labour waiting
them.
““See!” and the Seigneur pointed out
in the moonlight two lines of little sticks
ten feet apart, and drawn from rock to
rock

in a curve,

so

as to enclose

the

entrance of the cave. ‘‘ Draw me atrench
between these lines. First skin the surface
some two inches deep and lay aside the

dry sods.

Then let the sides sink as if by

a plummet.
Spread out these cloths to
the outer edge of the curve, and fill the
stuff into them. One-third dig, one-third
empty the cloths into the wood yonder,
and one-third rest. Change shifts every
hour. The ground is sandy and easy to
work, but with enough of clay to bind the
sand. Remember what you saw this day
in Grandfrai, and

work.

Or, if you will

not work for the honour of Beaufoy and
the glory of God,-work for the five crowns
wherewith every man of you may drink
himself drunk for seven days hereafter;
or, if not for that, then, by St. Francis,
work for your skin’s sake, for, by the faith

of Beaufoy, the man who lags had better
have died this day at Grandfrai. Do you
hear, dogs? Work, I say, work!”
So, on through the changing shadows

of the night : on into the dawn and breadth
of the young day, there was no pause in
the stroke of mattock or swing of shovels,
and by the time the sun was above the
beech-trees Beaufoy had his will in a huge
black trench, ten feet across and as many
deep, that yawned in a great bow from
cliff

to cliff,

its

sides

as

smooth

and

straight as if set by stone and cord. Only
at either end was there a path a foot
wide, and battened up to keep it from
falling in.
“Good,” said the Seigneur. ‘‘Go and
rest, my children; you have done well.
Now, Marmontel, seek me out of the woods
straight saplings and lay them across, two

yards apart and as many inches below the
surface, while I talk to our friends of the

‘ charcoal furnaces.”
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A long furlong off, where the beech
forest thickened, were the huts of the
charcoal-burners and their furnaces; the
first, rude, “temporary booths, bough-

thatched to give some shelter from rain—
need

of warmth

there

was

none;

the

second, conical sod-coated heaps built
about piled faggots, with here and there
vents that glowed ruddily by night, even
when the sluggish smoke was thickest.
Between the huts were great stacks of
new-made charcoal, ready for the first
buyer's
winter store of fuel.
The
‘men themselves were sturdy and strongbuilt, more than one having the muscles
of a Hercules under the grime of a
Vulcan.
At first they had crowded forward to
see the unwonted sight of a score of fools
digging a hole to apparently no purpose ;
but presently, with the apathy of men who
have no room in life for a thought beyond
meat and the toil that earned it, they
returned to their work.
“Sell me your labour for three days,”
said Beaufoy. ‘By that, I think, we
shall see the end of the play. If not, we
shall make an end. First, spread me the
bottom of that trench with dry brush.
Let it bulk as big as you will—it will
make the better heat, and in the burning

it will go down to small compass.
over

that

spread

me

a foot

Then
deep of

sticks, from the thickness of a finger to
the girth of a man’s arm.
That done,

we can wait.
Let enough keep in the
bend beyond the trench to check any
thought of a rush.
For twenty- four
hours the rogues will sulk ; then we shall
see.”
So that day and the next night Beanfoy’s
men, except for guarding the cave’s mouth.
lay at ease, eating and drinking that which
had been brought from Grandfrai. Only
the men of the forest laboured, doing as
they were ordered, and laying the wood
ready for burning with the cunning that
comes of a life’s toil. The next day, too,
they lay at ease, or frolicked like schoolboys in the cool shade, and

but one thing

happened.
The shadows had but just turned to the
east when a fellow bearing a white rag
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face at the cave’s

mouth, and asked for a parley.
‘“‘ Parley from where you are, you and I

have no secrets,””said Beaufoy. ‘But if
you want terms, I tell you flat I have no
terms to offer
If you ask ‘ Why,’ let
Grandfrai Church answer you. Now then,
parley.”
“We have a hostage,” he began.
‘“* Aye,” broke in Beaufoy, “my Lord
Prior; and

I will trade three of you

for
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still cat and mouse, neither stirring. Then,

when it was gone noon, Beaufoy bid the
woodmen set the brush afire, and when
it "was well ablaze and flaring up to
the very lip of the trench, he called for
charcoal.
“‘ Bring,” said he, “‘as many stacks as
will spread a layer above the faggots two
feet deep.

Set the cost down to Beaufoy,

and have no fear for the credit.
Presently that will sink to a foot and a half of

him.
But let the three be
taken by lot.
No chicane °
whereby the major scoundrel
saves his neck, and the minor
scoundrel goes hang
Three
taken

by lot,

or none,

and

none for choice.”
‘But the hostage is ours,”
said the fellow, “‘and so it is

ours to cry the terms.”
“Chut!” answered Beau
foy, ‘‘’tis you

who

are ours,

every man jack of you, and

it is mine to cry the terms.” ©
“* But

see,

Monseigneur,”

and in his eagerness the
fellow would have come on
but that Beaufoy waved him
back;
men,

‘“‘we
and

are
we

desperate
so

maltreat
43
“Chut!” and

Beaufoy

broke in a second time, ‘‘ am

I a man

to be frighted by

another man’s pains?

Three,

by lot, or none, and get you
back to your brother rogues
and tell them so.”
A fellow
Later on the Seigneur was
sorely blamed that ‘he had
not saved the Spaniard at any price, but
he held himself acquitted.
“What?
Let loose these devils on
Augoumois for the sake of a man who had
no more of the true love of God in him,
for all his priorship, than the very wretches
who held him so hard? No, by St.
Francis,

a thousand

times, no!

If he

were a good Christian, he died a martyr ;
if he were not, why should I baulk justice
for his sake ?”
That night and the next day they were

bearing a white rag upon a stick showed

face

at the cave’s n:outh.

red ash that will hold its glow and grilling
heat for a week, if need be.

But if I guess

aright, there will be no such need.”
By nightfall what the Seigneur had
said had come to pass.
The trenchbottom

was

a

sullen,

furious

red

thet

winked and darkened and glowed with
every breath that blew across it. It was
as if they had spread so much living lava
drawn fresh from the heart of a volcano,
and the wrath of the heat was as fiery as

it was breathless.
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* Now,” said Beaufoy, “a sprinkling of
light brush to make a covering and keep
in the wickedness of the fire and yet mask
its heat. That will give it a skin of grey
ash, but so light that it will fly at a puff.
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“But,
Seigneur,”
said
Marmontel,
“they have horse.”
‘Not so, man!” And Beaufoy laughed.
“Do you thiak they have starved these
three days? My word for it, they have

The black line wavered, tottered, and went down in a red glare.

Take, then, these cloths and stretch them

over the charred saplings, fixing them with
pegs tightly to the pit’s mouth.
That
done, bring the sods and spread them
where they grew. . No need to be overnice, a scattering of leaves will make all
' good, and but add fuel to fire.”

My word for it, too, they will
no horse.
make their venture to-night, when I withdraw

the

guard.

For,

look

you,

the

longer they wait the weaker they grow;
and there is not a man of them yonder
but would barter all the booty of Grandfrai for a draught of water.

Aye, it will
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be to-night; and yet again my word for
it, they will make their dash all together,
lest if they go in twos and threes they be
all cut down, whereas in the bursting out
of a score some half may break through
and escape. Thou hast stout arms, Marmontel ; but thy wit is fat.”
That night Beaufoy withdrew his men
by the narrow paths left along the face of
the rock, and hidden in the wood, set himself to watch, nor had his men need of

orders to bid them stand sentinel. Nota
soul of them all slept.
The sky was clear, except for a rare
drift of cloud, and

if the moon

set early

there were stars enough to show the bend
and tremor of the grass as the rising
wind swept round the face of the cliff, and
enough, too, to show a solitary blur that

suddenly grew black against the grey of
the stone. The men of the cave were
awake, and in an instant the lethargy that
comes of long watching was flung off.
I not right?”
And
** See ! Said
Beaufoy
shoulder.

gripped
‘One,

Marmontel

hard by the

two, three, four—there

must be a dozen or more of them!
And
yon grey shadow is the Spanish Prior
May the Lord have mercy upon him!
Look! They are thicker now—a score
maybe; and, faith of Beaufoy, the rest are
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not far behind! They know there is a
trap—that is a thing of course ; but where
is it, and what?

Aye, aye, that’s the rub.

Besides, they have no
or

starve.

See,

now

choice—it’s
they

are

in

rush
line.

Their plans are as plain as noon—to make

a burst on all sides at once. Let them do
it, and, by St. Francis, we have them every
man. Pray the saints some blundering
fool creep not too far out, and mars the
plan. No, no! they are off, Marmontel,
they are off!
Three strides and—ah!
My God! my God!”
For an instant there was a rustle of
grass as the many feet trampled its dryness, then the black line wavered, tottered,

and went down in a red glare that shot
across the night like a sudden angry dawn,
a

glare

that

shook

and

flickered

and

darkened in the tossing of many shadows,
till swallowed up in a live flame as the dry
grass of the sods caught fire and flared up
with a roar that was overborne by a cry so
fierce and so terrible that those who heard
it stopped their ears and, still staring, fell
upon their knees.
‘“* May the Lord have mercy upon me
if I took His vengeance into my own
hands,”

said Beaufoy afterwards, *‘ but let

no man judge me who has not seen the
sorrows of a Grandfrai.”

THE EVOLUTION

OF A PAIR OF TROUSERS.

By ALGERNON

ROM early ages those who have been
given to write on male clothing
have done their best to impart a sense of
dignity in connection with the robe and

TROUSERS

IN THE

NINTH

cloak.
When Julius Cesar perished, it
was recorded that he becomingly wrapped
his toga round him as he fell. When
Sir

John

Moore

was

interred,

special

allusion was made by the poet who
immortalised his burial that it was “ with
502

WARREN.

his martial cloak around him.” When a
prisoner was brought to the tribunal of the
Inquisition, those who have depicted such
scenes have generally laid stress on the

AND

TENTH

CENTURIES.

fact that the ordeal was all the more
dreadful because the faces of the judges
were hooded from view, and that their
appearance in their long dark robes
struck terror into the soul of the accused.

The gallantry of Walter Raleigh in saving

THE
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Queen Elizabeth from stepping on mud
by interposing his cloak is immortal.
But although there are some episodes
of monarchs

who,

when

they

were

out
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Nor are more modern writers less sparing
of ridicule in their allusions to them.
Much capital is made out of them in
describing scenes of corporal punishment;
the sea-novels of Marryat and others
abound in full-flavoured jokes connected
with them. The discomfort of a midnight
serenader
is generally made to culminate
with the rending of his trousers by a
savage dog; and the maltreatment of a
pair of inexpressibles, when worn by a
particularly stout old gentleman who has.
had the misfortune to have sat down in ap
arm-chair already occupied by the irritable mother of a progeny of young
kittens, is a sketch
frequently reproduced by the artists of comic periodicals.
Instances are not uncommon when a young
bride has been delighted to walk up to the
altar clad ina dressand bridal-veil which her
mother wore before her at her own wedding,

and set aside for her daughter; but who
ever heard of a bridegroom in raptures
because of being endowed with the paternal
pantaloons which did duty when his father
ceased to be a bachelor?
But the garment, if not an emblem of

GERMAN

PUFFED

BREECHES

(ABOUT

1520).

hunting or riding, got caught in storms,
and had to seek shelter and temporary
change of clothing in cottagers’ huts in
consequence, yet no special romance
has
been
associated with the pairs
of nether garments
in which royalty
has encased itself on such occasions.
Dignity is not wont to be associated
with the masculine coverings of the lower
limbs. These have far more often been
associated with ridicule. Old ballads tell
us how millers’ sons were wont to use their
hose as receptacles for black puddings.

Even in those days of lesser competition
the price of the garment sometimes caused
grumbling, for we read that—
King Stephen was a worthy peere,
His breeches cost him but a crowne;
He held them sixpence all too deere,
Therefore he called the taylor Lowne.

JAMES II. OF SCOTLAND (1447).
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dignity, is assuredly one of utility ; therefore it may not be using time to no purpose
to give some consideration as to its evolution. There are some who, by their protest

OF
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supposed to have been so named as having
been amongst the fashions imported from
Poland. The effect of the whole costume
caused the moralists of that time to make
loud complaints both of its affectation and
unbecomingness.
A change,

however,

came

in with the

Tudor period. The long, pointed shoes
gave place to broad-toed ones, and instead
of the chaussés, or tights, a garment was

constructed of which the part worn above
the knees, or not lower than the middle of
the thigh, was slashed and embroidered,

and termed hose, the lower portion being
called stocking. ‘This subsequently led to
the wearing of two separate articles,
breeches and stockings.
The puffing
and the slashing of the former were carried
to an absurd extent, the German style of
the day being much copied.
The inclination to follow foreign fashions

A PAGE, TIME OF FRANCIS I. (1545).
against

the

length

of trousers

in the

present day, would appear to regard it
as an innovation of modern times. But
this is an erroneous conception. There
are statues in the Louvre of ancient°
Britons with loose trousers, or “‘ braccz,”

as they were then termed.
These were
loose on the leg and gathered tight on
the ankles.
The Anglo-Saxons and
Danes also wore wide trousers to below
the knee. The celebrated Bayeux tapestry
affords evidence that the Normans of the
eleventh century
—horse - soldiers and
archers—wore full trousers to the knee, also
“chaussés,” or tights, and also trousers
reaching to the ankle with cross bandaging.

The Plantagenets very persistently favoured
the tight hose, which contrasted fantastic-

ally with their long - toed shoes, called
' “‘crackowes” or “ poleyns.” These were

LORD DARNLEY

of dress was

IN BOMBASTED BREECHES (1563).

so great

in the time

of

Henry VIII. that a proclamation restricting it had to be issued. This is alluded

THE

HENRY,

EVOLUTION

PRINCE OF WALES,
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of the Venetian style.
These had but
little quilting or padding, and were usually
made

of silk, cut or slashed

in the form

of crosses or stars, having a lining of
coloured taffeta, which was very plainly
visible through the slashes.
Others,
however, adopted the French fashion
of

‘“‘bombasted

breeches,”

which

were

padded to absurdity.
These were not
uncommonly made of brocaded velvet.
Fashions so ran riot during this reign that
in 1562 a proclamation was issued against
the wearing of great ruffs and breeches.
No one was to be allowed to wear the
latter with more than a yard and a half
of kersey in them.
The inclination of the English to adopt
various modes of dress gave rise to much
ridicule.
In one of Valerius’ songs in
Heywood’s ‘“ Rape of Lucrece,” after
allusion has been made to the mode of
dress preferred by the Spaniard, Lombard,
Russ, Turk, Jew, and Grecian, the follow-

ing lines appear—
The thrifty Frenchman wears small waist,
The Dutch his belly boasteth;
The Englishman is for them all,

A ROYALIST (THE EARL OF NORTHUMBERLAND).

to by Shakspere, who makes
Lovell say that it is for—

And for each fashion coasteth.

Sir Thomas

The reformation of our travell’d gallants,

and, further, that they, under penalty of
expulsion, will have to renounce—
The faith they have in tennis and tall stockings,

Short blister’d breeches, and those types of travel.

It was found expedient to regulate the
dress of the community, and during the
reigns both of Henry VIII. and of his
daughter Mary there were strict laws
relative to it. There was a prohibition by
order of the former forbidding the lawyers
in Lincoln’s Inn to wear “ cut or pansied
hose or breeches” under pain of a fine of
three shillings and fourpence for the first
offence and of expulsion for the second.
In the reign of Queen Mary it was enacted
that in the Middle Temple none of that
society should wear great breeches in their
hose after the Dutch, Spanish, or Almain
(German) style.
In Queen Elizabeth’s reign some of
‘the nobles and gentlemen wore breeches

A PARLIAMENTARIAN

(THE

EARL

OF

ESSEX).
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stuff them out.

07‘

Bulwer, in his “ Artifi-

ciall Changeling,” refers to a Court
gallant who had filled his with bran.
But

this

follower of the fashion,

ac-

cording to the account, happened to
sit on a nail, which made a traitorous
hole, out of which the bran poured on
to

the

floor,

half

covering

it,

and

giving the effect as coming out from
a mill.
The reign of Charles I. introduces us
to the elegant costume termed the
Vandyke dress.
The breeches were
worn longer and narrower.
They
descended almost to the boot-top, and
were
fringed
or ornamented
with
ribbons or points.
When the Civil War commenced,
both parties, Cavaliers and Roundheads alike, preserved them of much

PETTICOAT

BREECHES

CHARLES

(PERIOD

II.).

There is a print in Borde’s
“Introduction of Knowledge”
in which an Englishman is
depicted in a state of complete undress with a pair of
shears in one hand and some
cloth over an arm. The verse
underneath runs—
I am an

Englishman,

and

naked

I

stand here,
Musing in my mynde what rayment
I shall were;
For now I will were this, and now
I will were that,
Now

I will
what.

were

I

cannot

tell

It was not surprising that the
bombasted breeches remained
in fashion at the commencement

of

the

King James
assassination,
inclined to
dress which
being made

Stuart

era,

for

I., who dreaded
was
naturally
favour a form of
was capable of
so as to resist a

dagger - stroke.
They now
became -more worn tapering
to the knee, and all sorts of
expedients were resorted to to
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With

the Restoration, “ petticoat-

breeches,”

a

French

fashion

intro-

duced by Charles II., came in vogue.
These were ornamented with ribbons.
up to the pocket; the waistband also
was surrounded with them, and the

shirt allowed to hang out above it.
Mr. Randal Holmes has furnished a
description of the same in his ‘‘ Notes
on Dress” in the Harleian Library,
which were written about 1660.
When William of Orange came to
the English throne it was not surprising that a plainer fashion should
supersede the previous one. Petticoatbreeches were discarded for plain tight
ones gathered in at the knee, similar
to those worn in the present day as
ordinary Court dress costume.
During the subsequent reigns of
Anne and the first two Georges, the
square-cut coat with its long lappets
made the appearance of the breeches
a minor

consideration,

as they were

all but concealed by it under ordinary
circumstances.
An instance of this
may be seen in the portrait by Sir
PLAIN

KNEE-BREECHES
TO

the

same

Cavalier
above

length;

wore

(FROM WILLIAM

III.

1789).

but

fringed

iRA
whereas

the

ornamentation

the boots, the Roundhead studi-

ously avoided any display of this kind,
the latter being as proud of the
simplicity of his attire as was the
former of the picturesqueness and richness of that generally affected by himself
and other Royalists.
Butler in ‘‘ Hudibras,” that work full
of bitter jests against the Puritans, says
of the sport-detesting knight—
His breeches were of rugged woollen,
And had been at the siege of Bullen;

To old King Harry so well known,
Some writers held they were his own,
Though they were lined with many

a

piece

Of ammunition bread, and cheese.
*

-

*

.

*

For, as we said, he always chose,

To carry victual in his hose;
That often tempted rats and mice
The ammunition to surprise.

FRENCH

BREECHES

(NAPOLEON

I.).
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Godfrey Kneller of the Right. Hon. James
Craggs. The coat completely hides them.
It may be of interest to mention that prints
executed towards the middle of the
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fashions

had

a

great influence on English dress, and tight

breeches were worn accordingly.
Beau
Brummel is recorded to have been the first
introducer (some say he was the inventor,
but others give the palm to his tailors) of
tight trousers, which reached

to the ankle

and buttoned up from it at the side to the
middle of the thigh.
Knee-breeches of
buckskin were also considered “‘ immense
taste.” The buckskin breeches of King
George III have been alluded to in verse
by satirical writers of the time.
_
Those who desire to note the further
development of the trouser in its various
forms from this stage will do well to refer
to the volume of “‘ Civil Costume” dedicated
to Prince Albert by the brothers Charles
and Leopold Martin.
They will find a

plate in it showing

various fashions of

male attire up to 1841.

FRENCH

INFLUENCE

ON ENGLISH

Would-be students

COSTUME

(1807).

eighteenth century show sailors wearing
what were termed loose slops, which were
somewhat similar to the petticoat-breeches
of Charles II.
In 1772
the
Macaroni
Club was
started by a number of young men who
had

been to Italy, and its members,

who

called themselves ‘“‘ Macaronies,” introduced new styles for gentlemen’s dress.
They wore short coats, and tight breeches
which were made of spotted or striped
silk with enormous bunches of strings at
the knee.
A notorious criminal, Jack
Rann, who was hanged in 1774, was known
as “‘ Sixteen-Stringed Jack” on account of
his having adopted this fashion.
At

the

commencement

of

the

nine-

TIGHT TROUSERS

(OPERA DRESS), 1828.
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of still later modes are strongly recommended to consult the joyous pages. of
Punch, and

study in particular

the draw-

ings of Mr. John Leech, which, were they
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full dress and fashionable morning ridingdress for that period discovers the influence
of the preceding period in France, especially in full dress, together with a curious
tempering of the elegance of the Gaul
with the bluffness of the Saxon. Although
the French Revolutionists
had demonstrated, like the revolutionists of an earlier
period in England, the virtues of short

hair, the queue still remains in full
dress and the shirt frill is the last
remnant of those fripperies which distinguish the costume of the old Noblesse.
In his riding-dress, however, the Englishman is Englishman undeniable. As the
eye

descends,

it discovers,

possibly,

a

strong affinity with French models, but
just at the most critical point the Saxon
asserts himself with the very pair of top-

boots which have served John Bull from
the day the caricaturists discovered him
until now.
The walking-dress of the following
summer marked an extraordinary advance
towards what we now call modern costume.
Men

still

affected colours, and

a slate-

coloured “claw-hammer” coat could be
worn with a pair of canary
- coloured
trousers. The coat aforesaid contains most
of the lines of the modern

dress, except

that the lapels are less magnificent in their
sweep,

and

betray a broken

outline,

in

which no apologist could discover beauty.
The trousers, by one of those inexplicable
applications of the laws of elasticity which
govern this department of the sartorial art,
had become almost as easy in the July of
1807 as they were clinging in the December
of the previous year. The most fashionable style scarcely reached the ankles, yet
men sallied forth in them unabashed.
There was, however, probably some consciousness that the general effect left
something to be desired—was, indeed,
slightly unfinished—for spats of the same
TIGHT

TROUSERS,

1828.

not the masterpieces of pictorial humour
which they are, would still be invaluable
as a chronicle of fashion.
In 1806 the French influence manifested
itself strongly upon the nether wear of
Englishmen.
Our Illustration depicting

colour as the trousers were worn, as if in

a desperate attempt to continue the work
which had been too early left off. The
trousers encountered the waistcoat at a
point considerably higher than the fashion
nowadays.
Eighteen hundred and_ twenty
- eight
saw a marvellous elegance in evening
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costume, and although trousers were still
painfully short, straps were introduced to
avert calamity when one rose from one’s
chair. Above the knee the trousers clung
as closely as those of the ballerina, but

the time they were leaving school the empire
of trousers was expanding, and a period of
generous amplitude succeeded. Then came
the marvellous craze for turning up the

below, were given a degree more slackness.

fashionable

The coat might very well*
have been that of 1807.
For
walking-dress in

lower

hem,

introduced,

it is said, by a

young nobleman who arrived
somewhat late at a wedding in New York and
forgot to turn down the

1828, the freedom of even-

hem

ing dress was replaced by
tights, that clung to the
ankle, above which they
ended, displaying exquisite
white socks, completed by
low
dress-

Immediately the jeunesse
dorée of the United States
fell in love with the

shoes;

and

the following
year, where
tightness still
prevailed at
trousers had
fraternise

of

his

marvellous.

pantaloons.

effect,

and

a

man who did not always
seem to suggest that the
streets were muddy was
regarded

for many

a day

as a hopeless “ outsider”
in sartorial taste.
But

the knee,
begun to

with the boots,

which they veiled in folds
of almost nautical amplitude, a tendency towards
too much sail being carefully counteracted by a
close reefing of straps.
The little boy of the
period, who wore an Eton

“creeds

pass,

rites

change, no altar standeth
whole”

even

in trousers,

and to-day we are nearing another
period of
close-fitting garments
which fall gracefully over
the

shoe,

and

which

must—an we die for it—
display a careful longitudinal
crease
running
from the waistcoat to
the instep.
The rise of the socalled
esthetics
brought an inevitable
protest
against
the
harmless and most
necessary trouser.
It
was scouted in good

jacket such as his greatgrandson wears to-day,
affected white
duck
trousers of a taper elegance, which forecast the
famous “‘ pegtop ” of 1859.
The.
pegtops
aforesaid
are
illustrated in their
utmost extravagance in
the caricature
of . the
set terms, and the consistent disciples of the
period where a fair debeautiful were careful
moiselle affects to believe
LOOSE TROUSERS,
TIGHT AT KNEE,
that the captain with his
on their public appear1829.
ances to array themwhiskers is actually practising the sincerest form of flattery by selves in elegant knee-breeches of black
adopting the crinoline!
silk. Everyone who is old enough to reSince those days, trousers have been
member the delightful fooling of ‘‘ Patience”
furled and reefed many times.
Men of (the only one of the immortal series of
Savoy operas that has suffered at the hand
thirty, when they were schoolboys, remember a garment that clung so closely as
of time) must in this connection recall
to make them feel like stable-boys. About
three figures in their subtle decrescendo

THE
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of elegance, Grosvenor, the Duke, and
Bunthorne.
The
esthetic
movement
effected something permanent as regards
the House Beautiful; as regards dress,
however,

its influence

has

been

of the

slightest; and who shall say that the portraits of Bunthorne,

1859,

‘*DEAR

ME,

Grosvenor,

FRANK,

WHO

and

WOULD

the

HAVE

OF

TROUSERS.

were vanquished, and trousers are still
with us.
Of the adoption of this most delicate of
garments by the fair sex, there is nothing
to be said in the present article, because
the kindred garment which they affect
goes by another name, and is held to be

THOUGHT

OF

YOU

SHOWING

UP

IN

CRINOLINE!”’

Duke aforesaid had not their share in robbing itof potency? Were it not far too late
in the day to allude to the mortal wound

distinct.

that

Victorian maiden of six or seven must
likewise be regarded in the same class.
But these are mere offshoots, and cannot

ridicule

can

inflict,

one

could

here

point a moral from this slaying of a
butterfly movement by butterfly- winged
shafts ; for to talk of Gilbert’s grey-goose
quill were to overload our bolt. The
zsthetes

came,

were

seen

through,

and

In the

‘‘ Bloomer”

movement,

of course, the article was undeniably a
trouser, and the pantalettes of the early

strictly be held to bear a part in the great
scheme of the “Evolution
Trousers.”

of a Pair of

HE

Outer

Wharf

at

Victoria,

British
Columbia,
presented
a
busy scene on a February morning of
1893. The crowd on the wharf was, like
the city itself, thoroughly cosmopolitan;
every nation in Europe had representatives
in the throng that disputed standing-room
with heavily laden drays and luggage-

vans.
Asiatics slipped noiselessly here and
there with great bales upon their slender
shoulders,

while

their

relatives,

the

Siwash Indians, squatting on the sails,
looked stolidly and lazily on at the bustle
and confusion.
Freight and passengers were
being
shipped on the Canadian-Pacific steamer
Empress

of India,

whose

great,

white,

shining bulk of graceful lines and polished
brasses reflected the brilliancy of the
morning sun. Steamers were also loading for Australia and San Francisco, but
the centre of noise and excitement was a
“little cargo-boat that had to load or
die.” Its singing winches slung on board
great cases of sheet-tin, coils of rope, cases
of canned goods, and the varied stores
needed in a cannery outfit.
Steam was escaping fussily, and short,
angry yelps of the whistle warned the
passengers that the Barbara Boscowils was
making ready to cast off her mooringlines.
Chinese—one hundred or more—hurried
on board;

these, with half-a-dozen

white

men, made up the passengers bound for
the salmon canneries on the Skeena River.
The white passengers were also representatives of life in the Far West. The
“‘boss,” or manager,

was

an uneducated,

vile
-tempered man from the American
border; two of the company were college
graduates, in Western parlance “ broke”;
another was a son of the manse;

the fifth

a Swede, whose title of “ Big William”
was suggestive ; and the sixth was Sam’,
a tall, strongly built native of one of the
eastern provinces of Canada.
During the
past half-hour Sam’l had been sitting
‘apart in a sheltered corner of the wharf,
gazing dejectedly out on the shining sea;

his pale-blue eyes were heavy with unshed
tears, and his long arms hung limply by
his sides.
“‘ Here, Sam’l, geta move on!” shouted
the boss.
Sam’l

shuffled himself out of his nook,

and with a groan
thousand

miles

he muttered:

from

home,

“ Four

and

startin’

on another thousand, and poor Sarah Jane
had a bad pain in her breast the mornin’
I left.”
Another shout from

the boss, flavoured

with some choice profanity, hastened
Sam’l’s steps; the gang-plank was drawn
aboard, and the Barbara Boscowtiz

headed

for her long journey north.
Behind us Victoria looked like a golden
“land of glory,” the sunny dazzling green
of spring foliage, the lawns and gardens
with their wealth

of blossom,

the snow-

capped tops of the Olympic mountains
piercing the upper blue, while on the
broad expanse of sea the morning sun
glittered and gleamed in a track of opals,
and rubies, and diamonds.
The accommodations of the Barbara
Boscowitz were somewhat limited, berths
for four being the extent of the cabin,
the others sleeping ’tween decks on canvas
513
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cots and separated from the Chinese passengers by a bulkhead. The latter proceeded to take matters philosophically,
unrolling their blankets, lighting their
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pipes, some

of bamboo,

some

of brass,

and then to the inevitable gambling.
Our first stop was

at Vancouver, where

we took on more tin. We next proceeded
to Departure Bay and coaled. On the
third day out we passed through the
Narrows, the strait separating the northern
end of Vancouver Island from the mainland. The tide at this place runs like
a mill-race, boats waiting until the slack
water at high or low tide to pass through.
The coast of British Columbia is studded
with islands, while on the mainland the
mountains rise perpendicularly from the
sea. These mountains are covered with
a thick growth of spruce and cedar; here
and there are to be seen streaks of lighter
green, like a huge ribbon extending from
the summits to the water’s edge. These
‘mark the course of landslides which have
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swept

everything

water,

leaving

this becomes

in their way

the

rock

covered with

into the

bare;

in time

sediment, then

bushes (chiefly alder, easily distinguished

MALCOLM

AND

WINDSOR’S

CANNERY,

RIVER.

by their lighter green) spring up as if to
hide the scar.
On our fifth day out from Victoria we
arrived at the Skeena and proceeded to
Port Essington, nine miles from the
mouth.
This was our destination, and
the captain
and
the “boss” both
hastened our disembarkation, one anxious
to take advantage of a fair wind and tide,

the other loth to miss such a fine opportunity for a display of temper.

The Chinese, who knew * Bossy-man”
of

old,

hurried

on

shore

with

their

baggage, their multitudinous cooking-pots
and pans, balanced from the ends of
poles on their shoulders, keeping a fine
jingling accompaniment to Bossy’s expletives.
Freight for the cannery being unloaded,
the steamer

cast off her lines, and, being

A
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aided by the outgoing tide, was soon
around Point Lambert and out of sight.
As she disappeared Sam’l heaved a
heartrending sigh, and, accosting me, said

in tones expressive of deepest misery,
“Ross, do you suppose that we shall ever
round that point on the way to Victoria?”
As the scene was anything but cheering,
there being two feet of snow on the
ground, and the wind blowing a gale, I
was not very enthusiastic in my reply.
Sam’l,

with

a mournful

shake

of his

head, informed me that he never expected
te get away from the Skeeny River, that
“something” told him that he would
never see Sarah Jane again. But Sam’l
had to put his woes behind him, and
assist in piling the freight into the
warehouse.
It was getting dark when this was
accomplished, for the days were still very
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short in this high latitude. Nothing could
be done outside, so we wended our way to
the mess-house.
This was a rough board
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the cracks

between

the boards

being stopped by battens, which had
warped and split, allowing the wind and
rain free ingress. Sam’l and the “ clerk”
were detailed to get firewood, and on the
writer devolved the task of making afire.
The stove was a huge sheet-iron contrivance, shaped

like a barrel, laid on

its

side and filled about one-third full of
gravel, as a protection to the bottom.
After several futile attempts to get the
sodden wood

to burn, we

succeeded, but

only to discover that the pipe smoked
abominably, necessitating our leaving the
door and window open; making it a
question whether we were not as well off
with the door shut and no fire as with the
door open, little fire, and much smoke.

After each one had given his opinion
the fire was put out, the pipe taken down,
cleaned, and then put up again with the

THE

CAMP,

FRASER

RIVER.

usual exhibitions of temper attending such
ceremonies, Sam’l coming

ous

amount

of abuse

in for a gener-

for not properly
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holding the light at critical moments.
The fire was again lighted, and the stove
did nobly. Supper being announced by
our almond-eyed cook, we lost no time in
getting to the new “‘ mess ”-house, which
building was sacred to the manager and
the Celestial who perpetrated the culinary
outrages during our stay on the Skeena
River.
The Indians, numbering one hundred
or more, of all ages and sexes, seemed to
be much interested in our movements,

coming to our curtainless windows and
pressing their flat visages against the glass
in their anxiety to lose nothing of what
was going on inside. As bed-time drew
near, Sam’l, who

had been viewing

these

demonstrations with
increasing alarm,
hung various articles of clothing across
the windows, locked the door himself, and

finding
rooms,
it as an
blamed

a stout board in one of the bedproceeded to brace the door with
additional safeguard against ‘them
Siwashes.”
Beds were made up

in the corner

rooms,

the

sitting-room.

done,

general
Sam’l

seated

which

opened from

This

himself

on

being

a bench

near the stove, and producing an enormous
clasp-knife, proceeded to whet it to a
razor edge. Asked why he was sharpening
the knife at that hour, he replied that he
was “taking no chances with his life,”
and if he had “only knowed” what was
before him, ‘‘no one would

ever

have got

him to the Skeeny.”
The stove was then filled with wood,
and, like Mr. Pepys, “‘ we to bed,” hoping

to get asleep before the fire burnt down,

and the house got cold.
when

I

heard

Sam’l’s

I was dozing off
voice

calling,
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the effect that ‘‘God helps him who helps
himself, but God help anyone caught
helping himself in this mess-house.”
Breakfast was announced at half-past six.
This being despatched, we all went to the
cannery, each to take up his separate work—
the ‘“‘clerk” to assist the ‘“‘storekeeper,”
Sam’l, who was a mechanical genius
and an engineer of no small ability, to
overhaul the Vora, a small tug-boat used
at the cannery for towing the large fishboats, and the rest of us to repair and
caulk boats. The Indians were despatched
up the river to cut cordwood for the
boilers. The Chinese started on the manufacture of cans, and the manager

to raise

the devil generally.
The work at a cannery for the greater
part of the time consists in getting ready—
z.é., repairing nets, pipe-lines, boilers,
boats, etc., cutting wood

for the boilers

and steam- boat, and making cans, the
latter work on the Skeena being delegated
to the Chinese.
About May 1: a few salmon appear
in the river, and are known locally as
chinook or spring salmon. A few Indians
are detailed to fish for these, and they are
used in supplying the various tables of the
cannery employés. June 1 the sock-eye
species “‘ begin to run” (come up the river
to spawn), and then the season’s work of

canning begins. Boats and nets are given
out to the white fishermen who come up
the river from “below” for the fishing,
and camps established at different points
on the river for the convenience of fishermen.
A camp is either a hut on the bank or
a large scow with a house

and

fish-bin,

““Ross! Ross!”
“Well!” I replied; “what do you
want ?”
“Ross, would you mind if I moved my
bed into your room ?”
The tones were so full of entreaty and

the latter surrounded by a net-rack, used
in mending torn nets. Anchored close to
the camps are large boats holding from
three to four thousand salmon each.

fear that I could make

no objection, so,

petent to mend nets, also read, write, and

after much labour and many dismal comments on his present surroundings, Sam’l
was at last anchored for the night.
Early in the morning I heard him
meditatively spelling out a notice pasted
‘on the wall by some former occupant, to

cipher, as he keeps account of all fish
brought into his camp, and from his
accounts the amounts earned by the
different fishermen are made up. The
fishermen generally use the Canning
Company’s boats and nets, getting six

The

camp

is in charge of a white

called a “‘camp boss.”

man,

He must be com-
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cents

for each

salmon.

There

catches of a thousand in twenty-four hours
are not infrequent. The fishermen usually
come to camp at high water. Their
catches are discharged into the large boats
loaded,

are

towed

to

cans taken to the retorts, where steam is
turned on, the temperature being kept at

240 F., which softens the bones.
The cans are then allowed from thirtysix to forty-eight hours to cool, or show
indications of leakage.
The latter can
easily be detected, as gases quickly form

the

cannery by the tug.
Here they are
emptied into a large box and are hoisted
by steam power to the cleaning-room.
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steam expelled from the cans by striking
the cover with a small wooden mallet.
This hole is then soldered over and the

are two

men to a boat, and when the run is heavy

which, when

SALMON.

1,500,000

CANS

PACKED

IN

1895.

After being cleaned, they are soaked in
large tanks filled with pure water from

in leaky cans, causing the ends to bulge
outward.

the

The next process is labelling and boxing for shipment.
The cleaning and
filling are done chiefly by Indians, who
also set up the boxes which come from
the mill ‘‘ knocked down.”
The remark is often heard, “If you
could see those salmon put up you would
not care to eat them.”
This is a fallacy, and, like many others,
due to ignorance.
In all of the great
canning establishments of British Columbia the most scrupulous cleanliness.

mountains,

then

scrubbed

brushes, and every particle of
offal removed.
They are next
the cutting-tables, where a
knives cut them in pieces the
acan.
These pieces are then
and packed in the cans. The

with

blood and
taken to
series of
length of
quartered
covers are

put on and the cans taken to the cooking-

tanks. These tanks are made of wood,
and the water in them is heated by a coil
of steam-pipe. After being soaked in the
tank for an hour, they are removed, and the
+

A
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is observed. The tables and floors are
constantly scrubbed, lime-wash is much
in evidence,

and

the various

utensils

are

kept sweet and clean. The packing companies are keenly alive to the value of
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into any human mind except that of the
stolid Siwash.
After a great deal of parleying a compromise was effected, and

other white men,

Sam’l, with two

was sent with the tug
and a load of squaws
to the scene of danger.
The sea was rough,
and as the little tug
pitched and _ tossed,
Sam’l’s passengers
were soon feeling
very uncomfortable.
During the afternoon
we heard a wild outburst of wrath from

below, and peeping
into the little cabin
sacred to Sam’l’s use,

we saw the occasion
thereof:

his

which

was

scrupulously

REPAIRING

NETS.

cleanliness, and make it a requisite in
their employés superior to godliness.
To the squaws is delegated the most
disagreeable part of the work—slitting and
cleaning the salmon.
The season usually lasts from June until
September 1, and in the long bright days
of the northern summer much work is
accomplished.
Our one break in the busy monotony
was the trip of the cannery-tug ora to
Fort Simpson, forty miles north of the
Skeena.
One bright July day, when work
at the canneries was busiest, an Indian
arrived from the fort with the news of a

terrible forest fire raging in the vicinity of
the Siwash encampment, and he had been
sent for the cannery Indians’ help in
fighting it. Their homes were in danger,
and

and

their

also

the

Siwash

prepared
Bossy-man

with

a

revered

at once

to depart.
storm,

neatness

totem

In vain
and

and

poles,

left work
rage,

did

and

the

and

swear

despatch

that

‘would have been calculated to strike terror

berth,

kept
clean,

was occupied by one
of the fattest and
dirtiest of the squaws,
whose big, black,
greasy head wasrolling
to and fro in an agony of sea-sickness;
another was stretched on the floor; and
a third, in whom the passion of vanity was
still superior to sea-sickness, had fastened
Sam’l’s treasured red satin stock round
her neck, and was vigorously applying his
brush and comb to her unkempt locks.
Sam’! almost choked with wrath.
“Well, I’ll be
!” he began, then
checked himself.
‘“‘No, Sarah
Jane
doesn’t like me to swear
” But here a
flash of the brilliant necktie roused him
afresh, and Sarah Jane’s gentle influence
was forgotten.
A heavy rain put out the fire, and when
we reached the fort there was nothing but
to turn back again. It was a very unpleasant trip, and the Bossy-man did not
object when Sam’l demanded the help of
half-a-dozen Chinamen and a keg of salsoda for cleansing the tug.
Early in September the “run” was over,
and the tug proceeded to tow the camp
scows to the cannery.
Shore camps were
dismantled, and the eagerly looked
- for
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steamer arrived from Victoria with the
money to pay for the season’s work. The
Indians were paid first and took their
departure to Fort Simpson, there to indulge in a mighty “ Poltatch.” The white
fishermen were then paid, and nothing
remained for them but to await the arrival
of the steamer from Methalataka and Fort
Simpson. The regular employés stowed
away boats and nets, and hauled up the
tug to her winter quarters.
Sam’l had been counting the days, and
was greatly worried for fear we should not
get through our work in time for the first
boat south. As we steamed slowly from
camp to camp after the scows, Sam’,
sitting in the little engine-room with his
chin in his hands, and looking down the
river, said, ‘‘ Ross, I’ve lost my soul on
this Skeeny River, and something tells
me I’ll leave my bones here. You may

We landed ina little cove with a smooth
sand beach, where a clear stream trickling
down the mountain-side promised good
water.
H
took his rifle and started

go south, Ross, but as for me

and that one would be myself if the light
cartridges failed to reach a vital spot.
I did not allow myself time to grow

I doubt

it,

I doubt it. I’ve had no letter from Sarah
Jane in the last two boats, and I know
she ’s a-going.”
Here his monologue was interrupted by

the “Old Man’s” “ What: the blankety
blank are you doing? Don’t you see
Stapleton’s boat is passing us ?”
To
alleviate
the
tedium of waiting for
the

steamer,

two

round

the shore in search of game, while

I built a fire on the beach and made preparations for our evening meal.
Lying
back in the glow of the fire, with pleasant

anticipations of a game supper, and the
aroma of coffee rising on the still evening
air, | felt myself to be ‘“‘ sweet idleness”
personified.
A sharp snapping of twigs caused me to
turn lazily to the left, and there, standing
not seventy-five yards away, was a large
brown bear that had also anticipations of
supper.
I made a hasty snatch for my
rifle. H—— had providentially loaded it
before taking the cartridges away. The
bear advanced boldly, and the probabilities
were that the time of one of us was short,

nervous

over

the

issue, but

took

steady

aim and fired.
The bear rolled over.
Cautiously sidling up with an axe, I hit
him a blow on the head which settled the
business; and when H
returned with

of

us hired an Indian to
row us to the river’s
mouth, where

we

had

a chance
of some
good shooting, and
could join the steamer
at the wharf ofa little
Indian village.
It was one of the
rarely beautiful days
of these high latitudes,

very similar to

an Indian summer day
in Eastern Canada.
The sun shone warm
at noon
through a
COSTELLO’S CANNERY, FRASER RIVER.
purple haze; the
mofintains, rising boldly from the water's
a plentiful supply of wildfowl,I was engaged
edge, were mirrored with their gorgeous
in roasting bear steak on the coals.
autumn tints and granite scarred sides in
That glorious day proved to be what
the still waters of the Skeena.
the pioneers call a ‘“ weather- breeder.”
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Waking in the night with a sense of great
cold and

discomfort, I found

that it was

snowing heavily and the ground already
covered by several inches. A cold, sleety
rain succeeded, and in the grey dawn, as

we sat wet and shivering round our smoky,
sputtering fire, it would have been hard to
find two more miserable-looking creatures.
Making our way through the woods, we
came out near a little log church in the
parish of a well-known missionary to the
Indians.

H——

tried the door, which was

unlocked, and we stepped

MALCOLM

in.

AND

The

rain

WINDSOR’S

was now falling in torrents, and we congratulated ourselves heartily on finding
shelter.
Although there were a stove and dry
wood, we refrained from building afire
until late in the afternoon, partly from
fear of discovery and ejection, and partly
from sentiment. The continuous downpour made us loth to turn out for a long
walk through slush and mud to the village,
but the gnawing of hunger settled the
matter,

and

the

fire was

lighted, coffee

boiled, and H—— was in the depth of
culinary operations, when the door suddenly opened, and a stern voice demanded,
“What!
What’s the meaning of this ?”
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The stranger’s tall figure proclaimed
him to be the missionary, and both H
and I looked and felt as criminals must
when caught red-handed in some terrible
crime.
H
*s savoir faire carried us
through the crisis, and within an hour we
were trudging along beside the Rector
to more suitable if less comfortable
quarters.
We -had “hardly reached the village
when the long, hoarse call of our steamer
was heard in the .offing, and we were
picked up and taken back to the cannery.
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The long-looked-for day had

arrived

when, after the last case of salmon was
put on board, Sam’l, well charged with

Hudson’s Bay rum, stood on the deck of
the steamer, with his face turned toward
the goal of his desires. After four days’
steaming in fog and rain, we arrived in
Victoria.
I asked Sam’! how long he was
going to stay in Victoria.
«Just as long as it takes me to buy a
ticket over the C.P.R.”
He was true to
his word, for as the /s/ander steamed

out

on her way to Vancouver, Sam’! stood on
her deck waving his long arms in joyful
farewell as he speeded on his way tothe
Atlantic coast and his beloved Sarah Jane.

Framed in the empty space was a woman, the spotless white of whose robe shone dassling in the sun.
See “Tue

Beauroy

Romances,”’
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